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SUMMARY IN SWEDISH 
Att förstå flöde och transport av lösta ämnen genom sprickorna i 
berggrunden är viktigt för den långsiktiga säkerheten av ett geologiskt 
slutförvar av farligt avfall. I en diskret spricknätverksmodell byggs 
flödesvägarna upp av kedjor av flödesvägar genom de enskilda sprickorna i 
bergmassan. Varje sådan flödesväg genom varje spricka bidrar således till 
bergmassans totala flödes- och transportegenskaper. Därmed är kunskap om 
flödes- och transportegenskaper för de enskilda sprickorna viktiga för att 
kunna utföra en säkerhetsanalys av ett geologiskt slutförvar av farligt avfall. 
Hålrummet som utgör en spricka beror av de begränsande ytornas råhet 
tillsammans med den normalspänning som verkar på sprickan. Därmed är 
uppskattningen av hålrummet beroende av noggranna mätningar av 
sprickans orientering i förhållande till omgivande spänningsfält samt råheten 
på begränsningsytorna. Eftersom alla mätningar är behäftade med 
osäkerheter, såsom osäkerheter i verktyg, yttre störningar och mänskliga 
faktorer, kommer de tolkade egenskaperna inte att beskrivas av enskilda 
deterministiska värden utan av sannolikhetsfördelningar. Beroende på 
kombinationen av använda värden från dessa fördelningar kommer flödes- 
och transportegenskaperna för sprickorna att variera. 
Syftet med denna avhandling är därför att presentera en metod att beskriva 
det geometriska ramverket för sprickor i kristallint berg, inklusive 
osäkerheter, samt att undersöka hur dessa kan påverka tolkningen av flödes- 
och transportegenskaper för grundvatten och lösta ämnen. Genom att 
beräkna sprickornas orientering och osäkerhet från sprickornas skärning 
med borrhål, kan ett utfallsrum för orienteringsosäkerheten beräknas. 
Denna osäkerhet i orientering kommer således, under antagande av ett fixt 
spänningstillstånd, att resultera i en fördelning av normalspänningar som 
kan verka på sprickan och därmed hur hoptryckt sprickan är. Råheten på 
sprickytorna och dess osäkerheter kan beräknas från den sprickyta som 
uppstår då sprickan korsar borrkärnan, givet tillräcklig upplösning på ytan 
samt att ytan är representativ för hela sprickan. Denna beräknade råhet 
påverkar korrelationsstrukturen av hålrummet mellan de två ytorna som 
definierar sprickan. Således kommer median och varians för tjockleken samt 
dess korrelationsstruktur påverkas av vilken parameterkombination som 
dras från utfallsrummen för normalspänning och råhet. Detta medför att 
flödes- och transportegenskaperna är beroende av osäkerheterna i det 
geometriska ramverket, dvs osäkerheterna påverkar flödesvägar, flödestider, 
transportmotstånd och flödesvätt yta. Typiskt kommer en högre 
normalspänning som verkar på sprickan att resultera i längre flödestider, 
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längre flödesvägar, högre flödesmotstånd och större flödesvätt yta medan en 
råare sprickyta typiskt kommer att resultera i kortare flödestider, längre 
flödesvägar, lägre flödesmotstånd och mindre flödesvätt yta. Slutsatsen av 
arbetet är således att osäkerheterna i att bestämma det geometriska 
ramverket påverkar resultatet för sprickornas tolkade flödes- och 
transportegenskaper. 
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ABSTRACT 
A clear understanding of solute flow and transport through the network of 
fractures in the rock mass is essential for accurate long-term safety 
assessments of geological storage of hazardous waste. In a discrete fracture 
network (DFN) model, flow and transport of solutes are described by 
chains of flow paths through single fractures, each of which contributes to 
the total flow and transport properties of the rock mass. Hence, knowledge 
of the flow and transport properties of each single fracture is essential for 
accurate safety assessment. 
The void space that forms a fracture is a derivative of the roughness of the 
bounding surfaces and the normal force acting on the fracture and is hence 
dependent on accurate measurement of these properties. As all 
measurements are associated with uncertainties stemming from e.g. 
instrument imprecision, external disturbances and human factors, the 
measured value of the properties will not be single values, but probability 
distributions. Depending on the set of values drawn from these 
distributions, interpretations of flow and transport properties of sheared 
fractures in crystalline hard rock will vary. 
This thesis examines how flow and transport properties through single 
fractures are affected by uncertainties in fracture orientation and in 
roughness. By inferring the orientation and its uncertainty from the fracture 
intercepts in boreholes, a probability space for the orientation of the 
fracture is obtained. For a given stress state, this uncertainty in orientation 
will result in a distribution of normal stresses acting on the fracture. The 
roughness of the fracture and its uncertainty can be inferred from the small 
intersecting surfaces of the rock core, if the resolution is sufficient and the 
surface is representative of the fracture. The inferred roughness affects the 
correlation structure of the void between the two surfaces defining the 
fracture and, together with the distribution of normal stresses, produces 
different flow paths and hence different properties of flow and transport of 
solutes. Depending on the parameter combinations, the median and 
variance of the aperture field will change, as will the correlation structure of 
apertures. Since the flow and transport properties depend on the 
geometrical framework, the uncertainty will affect path length, travel time, 
transport resistance and flow-wetted surface. Higher normal stress acting on 
the fracture will typically result in longer travel times, longer travel lengths, 
higher transport resistance and larger flow-wetted surface. A rougher 
fracture will typically result in shorter travel times, longer travel lengths, 
lower transport resistance and smaller flow-wetted surface. The conclusion 
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is, hence, that uncertainties in the geometric framework will affect flow and 
tracer transport properties. 
 
Key words: Fracture; Flow; Transport; Orientation uncertainty; Roughness; 
Self-affine; Fractal; Shear; Aperture distribution. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
As a result of ongoing urban expansion worldwide, fractured rock is 
increasingly being claimed as an accessible space for construction, 
particularly for infrastructure facilities such as transportation, electricity and 
fresh/waste water. More challenging constructions, such as repositories for 
hazardous wastes, e.g. heavy metals and radioactive waste, are also planned 
in deep crystalline formations in several countries worldwide (SKB, 2008; 
SKB, 2009; Posiva, 2012; Nagra, 2016; Boliden, 2019). For such facilities, 
the constructability is important, but the possibility to predict the long-term 
behaviour from a safety aspect is even more important. A well-characterised 
rock mass is one of many keys to successful construction and realistic safety 
assessment. Together with fracture size, intensity and spatial correlation, 
information about the roughness of fracture surfaces and the orientation of 
geological features such as fractures, foliations and rock contacts are 
important for stability, flow and transport modelling. Depending on the 
complexity and the demands on the construction, different levels of 
accuracy of measurements may be required. Hence, the magnitudes of 
uncertainties in the measurements need to be quantified, in order to judge 
whether the required accuracy is achieved.  
For accuracy in long-term safety assessment of geological storage of 
hazardous waste, a good understanding of flow and transport properties 
through the network of fractures is essential. In a discrete fracture network 
(DFN) model, flow and transport are described by chains of flow paths 
through single fractures. Due to computational limitations, the aperture of a 
single fracture is usually held constant and transformed to transmissivity 
using the cubic law (CL) (e.g. Witherspoon et al., 1980; Zimmerman and 
Bodvarson, 1996). This approach neglects the internal aperture distribution 
and hence overlooks the fact that flow will follow the path of least 
resistance through the fractures. (Assuming constant aperture of each 
fracture will cover a possible channelling effect through a network of 
fractures, but not through each of the single fractures that form the DFN.) 
There are different approaches to account for the channelling in fractures, 
such as the channel network concept (Gylling et al., 1999; Dessirier et al., 
2018), the chequerboard concept (Hartley et al., 2012; Hartley et al., 2017) 
and direct aperture variability (e.g. Zou et al., 2015; Zou et al., 2017a; Zou et 
al., 2017b). The direct aperture variability approach gives the most accurate 
description of the fracture geometry, but requires good knowledge of the 
roughness and stress conditions on the fracture. 
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Before excavation work is started, the only source of detailed fracture 
information at depth is through boreholes. From boreholes, it is possible to 
obtain geometric information about the intersecting fractures, such as 
orientation, roughness, intensity and spatial correlation (A and B in 
Figure 1). Data on these parameters, together with size, are needed to 
construct a geometric stochastic DFN model of the rock. In addition, 
extending the DFN to consider flow and transport creates a need for flow 
measurements in the boreholes. 
Many of the measured parameters needed follow different distributions, 
with a mean and a variance that need to be quantified. Unfortunately, all 
measurements are associated with uncertainties, which interfere in particular 
with the variance of the measured parameter. (Bias in the measurements 
instead usually interferes with the estimated mean.) If the natural variance, 
i.e. the intrinsic variability, is not distinguished from the measurement 
uncertainty, the result will be a distribution with over-large and erroneous 
variance. This will result in a less accurate predictive model. Hence, the 
uncertainty needs to be analysed and exploited carefully, to avoid specious 
models and results that might lead to erroneous decisions. 
In the past there has been low interest in evaluating the orientation 
uncertainty of boreholes (Orpen, 2007) despite the importance of 
quantifying the orientation uncertainty of fractures. However, there have 
been a few attempts lately to infer the spatial, but not angular, uncertainty of 
almost horizontal boreholes, e.g. by Wolmarans (2005), Devico (2015) and 
Nilsson (2015). At Spring Creek Mine in New Zealand, a test facility with a 
somewhat steeper borehole, inclination about -30º, has been used to infer 
angular uncertainties of boreholes (Solid Energy New Zealand Ltd, 2015). 
During the late 1980s, the petroleum industry reported some advances in 
estimating the orientation uncertainty of fractures from oriented cores using 
a mechanical goniometer (Bleakly et al., 1985a; Bleakly et al., 1985b; Nelson 
et al., 1987). The uncertainty in that case was a rough parameter obtained by 
adding all the scalar uncertainties into a single value. At the Swedish Nuclear 
Fuel and Waste Management Co. (Svensk kärnbränslehantering, SKB), 
extensive work has been carried out during the past decade to quantify the 
orientation uncertainty of structures, such as fractures, foliations and rock 
contacts, mapped in boreholes. This work is reported by Munier and 
Stigsson (2007), Stigsson et al. (2014), Paper II and Paper III. 
While the orientation uncertainty of fractures has been neglected, much 
work has been carried out on the topic of fracture surface roughness since 
Patton (1966). Barton and Choubey (1977) made a major step and presented 
the 10 type curves that could be used for subjective estimation of a 
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fracture’s roughness (joint roughness coefficient, JRC) from fracture traces. 
However, use of the type curves has been discussed ever since. Beer et al. 
(2002) showed that more than 50 geologists are needed to get stable 
measures of the interpretation of JRC. Different objective methods to 
estimate JRC from digitised traces have also been presented since the late 
1970s onwards, e.g. by Tse and Cruden (1979), Odling (1994), Yang et al. 
(2001), Hong-fa et al. (2002), Tatone and Grasselli (2010), Stigsson (2015) 
and Paper IV. Unfortunately, there are also many studies using evaluation 
methods not applicable to fracture surfaces, such as divider method, 
compass walking and the h-l method, e.g. those by Turk et al. (1987), Lee et 
al. (1990), Wakabayashi and Fukushige (1992), Xie and Wang (1999), Jiang 
et al. (2006), Bae et al. (2011) and Li and Huang (2015), among others. A 
common method to correlate fracture trace data to JRC is through the 
second derivative of the root mean square, denoted Z2, an approach first 
used by Tse and Cruden (1979). However, the method is sensitive to the 
resolution. This was well demonstrated by Yu and Vayssade (1991), who 
invented relationships between Z2 and JRC for sampling intervals of 1 mm, 
0.5 mm and 0.25 mm as a complement to the original 1.27 mm resolution 
by Tse and Cruden (1979). The problem with the method is hence that each 
sampling resolution needs a new relationship. Another issue is that the 
relationships developed may not give reliable results for very smooth 
fracture surfaces, as indicated in Pickering and Aydin (2016) and Paper IV. 
Grasselli (2006) introduced a quantitative three-dimensional surface 
parameter to replace JRC. However, the method to obtain the parameter 
assumes the fracture surface to be fully exposed, which is rarely the case in 
engineering applications. Recently, Pickering and Aydin (2016) developed a 
method to estimate JRC using signal processing of fracture traces, or 
surfaces. They added together the products of amplitude and frequency of 
the ten most prominent waves and developed equations to transform this to 
JRC. As long as the fractal dimension is low, the long waves will contribute 
most to the sum. However, as the fractal dimension increases the sum will 
rely more on high frequencies and will thus be dependent on the resolution. 
Fractures are assumed to be self-affine (Mandelbrot, 1985; Russ, 1994; Den 
Outer et al., 1995) mono-fractal (Renard et al., 2006; Brodsky et al., 2011; 
Candela et al., 2012) surfaces over more than six orders of magnitude 
(Candela et al., 2009). It is hence possible to infer the fractal parameters for 
the fracture in the direction of trace just by measuring a short trace or by 
measuring a small surface (B in Figure 1), assuming that the measured piece 
is representative of the fracture. 
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The stress acting on a fracture is dependent on e.g. the depth, the 
orientation in relation to the stress field, the spatial location in relation to 
other fractures, the stiffness of the rock mass etc. (Min et al., 2004; Jing et 
al., 2013; Paper I; Davy et al., 2018; Follin and Mattila, 2019) (C in Figure 1). 
Due to compression from normal stress, the void between the two surfaces 
bounding the fracture will decrease. This will increase the resistance of any 
fluid flowing through the fracture, and, as the contact area between the 
surfaces increases, force the flow paths to meander around these obstacles. 
A compressed fracture exposed to a shear force may slip and, if the 
compression force is large enough, damage the rock as it slips. The damage 
will be elongated perpendicular to the shear direction and thus result in 
different flow patterns parallel and perpendicular to the shear direction, 
Paper VII. 
By inferring the orientation and its uncertainty from the fracture intercepts 
in boreholes (A in Figure 1), a probability space for the orientation of the 
fracture can be obtained. For a fixed stress state, this uncertainty in 
orientation will result in a distribution of normal stresses acting on the 
fracture (C in Figure 1). The roughness of the fracture and its uncertainty 
can be inferred from the small intersecting surfaces of the rock core (B in 
Figure 1), which, together with the distribution of normal forces, will result 
in different flow paths through the fractures (D in Figure 1). 

1.2 Aim and specific objectives 
The main aim of this thesis was to increase understanding of how flow and 
transport properties through a single fracture are affected by the uncertainty 
in fracture orientation, together with the uncertainty in determining the 
roughness.  
Specific objectives of the work were: 

1. To develop a methodology for inferring the orientation uncertainty 
of fractures measured in boreholes and quantifying the uncertainties 
for a crystalline rock using the methods developed (Papers II, III 
and VI) 

2. To infer the fracture surface roughness from fracture traces and 
surfaces and develop methodology for inferring and minimising the 
evaluation uncertainty of roughness of fractures (Papers IV and V) 

3. To investigate how flow and transport properties are affected by 
the uncertainty stemming from measurements of orientation and 
roughness (Papers I, VII and VIII). 
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Figure 1. Fracture orientation is measured at the intersection 
between the fractures and the borehole (A), whilst the roughness can 
be inferred from the small intersecting surface of the rock core (B). 
The stress acting on the fracture is dependent on the location of the 
fracture, but is also affected by the orientation of the fracture in 
relation to the stress field (C). The stress state, together with the 
roughness, will affect the flow paths through the fracture and hence 
the flow and transport properties (D). 
 
The intention was to develop and share useful tools for evaluating fracture 
orientation uncertainty and fracture roughness, including uncertainty, and to 
demonstrate how the evaluated uncertainties affect the flow and transport 
properties over a single, sheared, fracture. This was achieved by applying 
interdisciplinary approaches such as statistics, fractal theories, rock 
mechanics, hydrogeology and solute transport. 
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1.3 Scope of work 
The overall aim of this thesis was achieved mainly through numerical 
modelling using real data and realistic synthetic data. The data used were 
gathered by SKB during site investigations at Forsmark and Laxemar (SKB, 
2008; SKB, 2009). The methodologies developed here are general and may 
hence be applied elsewhere, while most conclusions are only applicable to 
fractures in crystalline hard rock. Figure 2 shows the relationships between 
the work described in Papers I-VIII in this thesis. 
 

 
Figure 2. Relationship between the publications on which this 
thesis is based (Papers I-VIII). Yellow papers discuss issues related 
to orientation, blue papers discuss questions related to roughness, 
red paper concerns stress, green paper investigates shear and white 
paper discusses flow and transport issues. 
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Paper I covers the relationship between the inferred transmissivity and 
stress acting on deformation zones. This helps reveal the importance of the 
relations between flow and the stress acting on deformation zones.  
Paper II presents a method for calculating and visualising the uncertainty 
space for lineated features, such as fractures, rock contacts, foliations etc. in 
boreholes. In the study, two measures are developed: 1) a non-parametric 
visual representation of the uncertainty space, which is used to scrutinise 
single or few features; and 2) a scalar, the minimum dihedral angle, that 
exactly encompasses the uncertainty space, which can be used to distinguish 
data of less quality from data of high quality. 
Paper III deals with identification of different sources of uncertainty 
present when measuring orientations of features intersecting cored 
boreholes together with methods for inferring the uncertainty stemming 
from the different sources. The study also infers the magnitudes of 
orientation uncertainty for fractures in a crystalline hard rock and points out 
implications for downstream models, such as flow and transport.  
Topics related to fracture roughness are covered in Paper IV, which 
describes methods for inferring the roughness from fractal parameters and 
how the inference is affected by the number and density of data, the fractal 
dimension and the evaluation method used. The effects of these parameters, 
and the corresponding uncertainties, are evaluated using synthetic fractures. 
The method used to generate fracture surfaces and evaluate traces is 
detailed. The study also discusses the shortcomings of commonly used 
methods that are not applicable to infer roughness of fractures. 
Paper V supports the findings in Paper IV with a case study in which an 
ensemble of eleven geologists interpreted JRC of nine synthetically 
generated fracture traces. 
Paper VI investigates the effect that the orientation uncertainty might have 
on the connectivity between the fractures in a DFN. A crucial part of the 
work was introduction of a concept to separate uncertainty from variability. 
The effect that different fracture roughness and normal stress have on flow 
and transport properties is investigated in Paper VII, which makes use of a 
simplified shearing method to generate the aperture field and solves the 
flow using lubrication theory. The transport properties are evaluated using a 
Lagrangian approach. 
Paper VIII justifies the simplified shear method of synthetic fractures used 
in Paper VII. The simplified method is benchmarked against the equation in 
Barton’s tilt test. 
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1.4 Limitations 
The work in this thesis only covers the effects of fracture orientation 
uncertainty and roughness uncertainty on the flow and transport properties 
of solutes through single sheared fractures. Thus effects stemming from e.g. 
intensity, size, spatial arrangement, connectivity etc. are not considered. 
Future studies should investigate how these parameters affect the flow and 
transport. 
Theories for inferring the uncertainty of fracture orientation are of a general 
nature, but the inferred magnitudes only applies to the rock masses 
investigated and the tools used by SKB during the site investigations (SKB, 
2008; SKB, 2009). In brief, this means that the boreholes referred to in this 
thesis are mostly:  

• steeply dipping, < -60º,  
• 76 mm in diameter, and  
• drilled in medium-grained granitic to granodioritic crystalline rock. 

The fractures analysed are synthetic, perfectly mated mono-fractal self-affine 
surfaces and generation of the void space is restricted to a simplified 
algorithm shearing the fractures 1 mm. In the implementation in this thesis, 
the simplified shearing algorithm presumes rigid body motion, i.e. neglecting 
any elastic or plastic adjustment of the rock mass surrounding the fracture. 
The implementation is also restricted to constant normal load (CNL) 
conditions. Despite this, high normal stresses are analysed, which in some 
sense could reflect constant normal stiffness (CNS) conditions. The high 
normal stresses analysed may result in unrealistic contact stresses of the 
asperities if the rock mass is assumed to be intact. To compensate for the 
rigid body motion and the lack of CNS conditions, the strength of the rock 
mass is decreased to mimic the damaged rock close to the fracture. 
The flow and transport calculations are solved using Reynolds equation, 
thereby neglecting any effects of eddies that cause flow perpendicular to the 
extension of the numerical elements building up the fracture. The effects of 
eddies may be large if the velocity is high and the angle between the 
bounding surfaces is large. However, using the more accurate Navier-Stokes 
equation will cause problems with finite elements having problematic aspect 
ratios, due to the small apertures, and hence also cause difficulties in 
resolving the eddies. The results from the flow calculations can be 
considered relevant, because flow velocities are assumed to be low under the 
gradients present deep in the fractured rock. Other issues raised by Oron 
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and Berkowitz (1998) were assumed to be negligible in this thesis, due to the 
smoothing of the bounding surfaces during the numerical shearing.  
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 provides a 
short introduction to the data that comprise the foundation for the work. 
Chapter 3 presents the theoretical background and methods used, including 
measurement of fracture orientation and roughness, estimation of 
uncertainty, the simple algorithm used for shear fractures and calculations of 
flow and transport properties through fractures. The results of analyses 
using these theories and methods are presented in Chapter 4, followed by a 
discussion of the results in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, some conclusions are 
drawn based on the work presented in preceding chapters. Chapter 7 rounds 
off the thesis by providing an outlook on potential implications of the 
findings and identifying areas for future research needed to further improve 
understanding of channelled flow and transport through rough fractures.  

2 DATA 
Back in the early 1980s, SKB started to develop a database system for the 
data gathered during the different investigations it performed or 
commissioned. These data were organised based on the method used for the 
investigation. When Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory was about to be 
constructed, another database was developed that was activity-oriented and  
stored the data in the form of a diary (SKB, 2018). When preparing for site 
investigations (SKB, 2008; SKB, 2009), in the mid-1990s the two databases 
were merged into one single database system, called Sicada (SIte 
ChAracterisation DAtabase) (Sehlstedt, 2019). Sicada is an activity-based 
diary organised according to the hierarchy science – subject – method. At 
present, the database contains 17 different science disciplines: Biota, 
Canister technology, Chemistry, Environment, Flow and Transport, 
Geodesy, Geography, Geology, Geophysics, Geotechnics, Hydro 
Monitoring System, Hydrochemistry, Hydrology, Material science, 
Meteorology and Climate, Oceanography, and Rock mechanics. For these 
disciplines there are almost 1700 different types of activities, i.e. different 
types of measurements, and almost 1900 data tables. In the database, there 
are more than 300 000 activities (measurements or observations), which add 
up to more than 700 million rows of data. 
During the investigations for siting a repository for spent nuclear fuel at 
Laxemar or Forsmark in Sweden (SKB, 2008; SKB, 2009), intensive work to 
gather and analyse data was carried out through the different science 
disciplines. For example, more than 70 core boreholes were drilled to a 
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maximum length of 1000 m, resulting in almost 34 km of available core for 
geological mapping. On these cores, almost 200,000 fracture intercepts were 
characterised. These mapped fracture intercepts and borehole orientation 
measurements, taken from Sicada, together with the experience gained 
during the site investigations, were used in this thesis to investigate the 
impact of geometric uncertainty of fractures on flow and tracer transport 
properties. 

3 THEORY AND METHODS 
3.1 Fracture orientation 
Geologists usually define the orientation of fractures by two angles, such as 
strike and dip, dip and dip direction of the fracture, or as trend and plunge 
of the fracture pole, i.e. the normal of the plane. Mathematicians, on the 
other hand, usually define planes by the three directional cosines of the unit 
normal vector of the plane. The geological definition is more intuitive, but 
not suited for matrix operations such as transformation between different 
rotated coordinate systems, unless the rotation is restricted to the vertical 
axis.  
Another difference between geologists and mathematicians is the 
convention of how angles are measured. Mathematicians measure angles 
counter-clockwise from the x-axis, while geologists usually measure angles 
clockwise from the north axis, which is usually the y-axis to mathematicians. 
To emphasise this difference in the trigonometric operations, the equations 
are not reduced to their simplest form, e.g. the expression cos(90-B) is not 
reduced to sin(B). 
Fractures may be mapped on visible outcrops where it is relatively easy to 
interpret the orientation using a compass with an inclinometer or a mobile 
phone with an appropriate app installed. Interpretation of the orientation of 
a fracture intercept in a borehole is more advanced and mapping it usually 
requires more tools. If the orientation of the rock core at the intercept is 
known, it is possible to use a goniometer to measure the orientation. In the 
goniometer, the core is fixed in the very same orientation as in the rock 
mass and then the orientation of the intercept can be measured using the 
same techniques as on outcrops or other tools connected to the goniometer. 
Another way to infer the orientation of the fracture is to measure the 
orientation of the intercept in the borehole relative to a local coordinate 
system of the borehole, and then use the measured orientation of the 
borehole to convert the local orientation of the intercept to the global 
coordinate system at the site. 
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3.1.1 Derivation 
The local coordinate system along the core, or the borehole, is arbitrary and 
denoted by subscript BH. Here, the origin, OBH, is defined as the intersection 
between the fracture plane and the trajectory of the borehole, i.e. the 
centreline of the borehole (Figure 3). The z-axis, zBH, is the tangent of the 
borehole trajectory at OBH. The x-axis, xBH, is defined as the axis pointing 
towards the invert, i.e. in the opposite direction to the crown, of the 
borehole and is perpendicular to zBH. The y-axis, yBH, is perpendicular to 
both xBH and zBH, and hence horizontal, creating a right-handed orthogonal 
local coordinate system. 
 

 
Figure 3. Definition of the local coordinate system along the 
borehole and of angles α and β of the fracture intercept of the 
borehole. 
 
In the local coordinate system, two angles, α and β, are used to describe the 
orientation of the intersecting fractures (see Figure 3). Angle α is defined as 
the minimum acute dihedral angle between the fracture plane and the 
trajectory of the borehole. The angle is restricted to be between 0° and 90°, 
where 90° corresponds to a fracture perpendicular to the borehole, i.e. the 
trajectory of the borehole is parallel to the normal of the fracture plane. 
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Angle β is the clockwise angle, looking in the direction of the borehole 
trajectory, from the crown of the borehole to the lower inflexion point of 
the fracture trace on the borehole wall, i.e. where the perimeter of the 
borehole is the tangent of the fracture trace. The angle can hence be 
between 0° and 360°. 
The global coordinate system, subscript G, is defined as x-axis, xG, 
coinciding with east, y-axis, yG, coinciding with north and z-axis, zG, 
upwards forming a right-handed orthogonal coordinate system (Figure 4).  
The orientation of the borehole is defined using two angles, bearing and 
inclination, relative to the global coordinate system (see Figure 4). The 
inclination, I, is the acute angle between the horizontal plane, i.e. xG-yG-
plane, and the trajectory of the borehole at the intersection point with the 
fracture. The inclination can thus vary between -90° and 90°, where I < 0° 
corresponds to a borehole pointing downwards. The bearing, B, is the angle 
between north (yG-axis) and the borehole trajectory, at the intersection 
point, projected to the horizontal xG-yG-plane. Looking from above, the 
bearing is measured clockwise from north and has a value between 0° and 
360°. 
 

 
Figure 4. Definition of the g lobal coordinate system and the 
bearing and inclination of the borehole.  
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Using these definitions, the relationship between vectors in the local 
borehole-oriented coordinate system and the global coordinate system can 
be described by: 
 

= × ×G ROT ROT BHV Z Y V  (1a) 
= × ×T T

BH ROT ROT GV Z Y V  (1b) 
 
where VBH is an arbitrary vector expressed in the local borehole-oriented 
coordinate system, VG is the corresponding arbitrary vector expressed in the 
global coordinate system, and ZROT and YROT are rotation matrices around 
the global z-axis and y-axis, respectively. The rotation matrices are defined 
as: 
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where B is the bearing and I is the inclination of the trajectory of the 
borehole.  
The unit normal vector of the fracture plane in the local coordinate system, 
nBH, can be calculated from the local angles α and β (see Figure 3), 
according to: 
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Now, the unit normal vector of the fracture plane expressed in the local 
coordinate system can be expressed in the global system using eq. 1a. This 
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transformed unit normal vector, nG, is then expressed as trend and plunge 
using: 
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( ),arcsin G zplunge n= −  (4b) 
 

3.1.2 Uncertainty 
Fractures in rock masses are assumed to belong to different sets. These 
fracture sets can be described by the average direction of the set, together 
with the spread around this direction (Fisher, 1953). This spread is a natural 
variability due to the rock properties and stress situation when the fractures 
were formed, and should not be confounded with uncertainty. The 
uncertainty of the orientation arises first when the orientation of the fracture 
is measured. Since four different angles are measured, one uncertainty will 
arise for each of the angles (Figure 5). 
The uncertainties of the four measured angles will occupy their own specific 
linear uncertainty space, following different paths on a lower hemisphere 
stereonet (Figure 5). The alpha uncertainty will follow a great circle passing 
through both the expected orientation of the borehole and the expected 
orientation of the fracture (Figure 5a). The beta uncertainty will follow a 
circle with constant angle around the direction of the borehole trajectory 
(Figure 5b). The uncertainty of the borehole orientation will indirectly affect 
the inferred orientation of the fracture. The inclination uncertainty of the 
borehole will follow a great circle passing through the expected orientation 
of the borehole and the centre of the lower hemisphere. This will result in 
an orientation uncertainty of the fractures that follows the circumference of 
a parallel circle to the great circle of the inclination uncertainty. Due to the 
equal area projection, this line will be slightly curved (see Figure 5c). The 
bearing uncertainty will affect the fracture orientation as a horizontal circle 
around the centre of the lower hemisphere with a constant angle equal to 
the dip, i.e. 90-plunge (Figure 5d). 
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Figure 5. The uncertainty space for each measured angle projected 
on a lower hemisphere equal area stereonet. Expected borehole 
orientation denoted by the grey circle and expected fracture 
orientation denoted by the blue circle. A) α uncertainty, B) β 
uncertainty, C) inclination uncertainty (dotted line) and the 
corresponding uncertainty space of the fracture orientation (solid 
line), and D) bearing uncertainty (dotted line) and the 
corresponding uncertainty space of the fracture orientation (solid 
line).  
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The uncertainty in the measured value may be estimated using multiple 
measurements and basic static measures such as mean and variance. The 
estimated mean, x , is calculated as: 
 

1

1 N

i
i

x x
N =

= ∑  (5) 

 
where xi is the measured value and N is the number of measurements. The 
estimated sample variance, s2, can be calculated as: 
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Assuming that the variance of any measurement is equal for any sample of 
specimen, irrespective of the mean, the sample variance may be inferred by 
using all differences between the inferred mean and measured values 
according to: 
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where Ns is the number of specimens, Nj is the number of measurements of 
specimen i, xij is the jth measurement of specimen i, and ix the estimated 
mean of the ith specimen, calculated as: 
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By inserting the inferred mean and variance of the measurements into 
eq. 1a, the probability space of the fracture orientation can be estimated 
according to:  
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where N denotes normal distributions with the inferred means B , I , α  
and β  together with the corresponding inferred standard deviations sB, sI, 
sα and sβ. The sum of the variances in the right-hand matrix is a result of 
several uncertainties affecting the inference of the α and β angles.  
The orientation of the fracture will have a mean equal to eq. 1a and a spread 
defined by eq. 9. The probability space of the fracture orientation will be 
space filling of the lower hemisphere stereonet with higher probability to be 
closer to the inferred mean. By selecting the same confidence level for each 
of the four uncertainties and combining them, the probability space for 
different confidence levels, denoted χconf, can be visualised (see Figure 6). 
χconf is a non-parametric visualisation that can be used to scrutinise the 
orientation of single fractures. A simpler one-parameter representation, 
Ωconf, can be defined as the minimum dihedral angle that encompasses the 
probability space, χconf (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Example of the non-parametric uncertainty space χconf 
and its corresponding one-parameter approximation Ωconf. 
 
The quantified orientation uncertainty can be used in two ways, either 
scrutinising the orientation for a single fracture using the uncertainty space 
χconf or discriminating sections in boreholes with large uncertainty using 
Ωconf. Excluding certain borehole sections with large uncertainties from the 
evaluation of the orientation model must be done with caution. It is 
important that the excluded fractures have the same properties as the 
fractures included in the orientation model, to eliminate the introduction of 
bias. Figure 7 shows an example of a borehole where some sections are 
assumed to have too large uncertainty to be included (marked in red), and 
other sections have a tolerable uncertainty (marked in green) and may be 
included in the analysis. 
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Figure 7. Example of the 90-percentile of the one-parameter 
uncertainty, Ω90%, along a drill core. 
 
Some important fracture intercepts, such as highly transmissive fractures, 
can be investigated using χconf. The visualisation may be used to strengthen 
an interpreted orientation or to explain an anomalous parameter coupled to 
the fracture contradicting the conceptual model of the rock. 

3.2 Fracture roughness 
There are many different ways of describing fracture roughness. Joint 
roughness coefficient is probably the most commonly used classification 
system. According to Barton (1973), JRC can be objectively derived using 
tilt tests and calculated as: 
 

( )
( )10

arctan
log

N b

C N

JRC
t σ ϕ
σ σ

−
=  (10) 

 
where σN is the normal stress, τ is the peak shear strength at the applied σN, 

bϕ  is the basic friction angle and σC is the rock compressive strength. 
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This procedure requires the fracture to be removed from the rock mass and 
tested in a laboratory, which is seldom a possibility for real-world 
applications. Therefore Barton and Choubey (1977) devised a subjective 
estimate of JRC using 10 type traces. However, Beer et al. (2002) showed 
that about 50 geologists are needed to get stable estimates of JRC, which is 
not feasible in practice. Since the late 1970s, there have been several 
attempts to objectively estimate JRC from traces using different methods 
(Tse and Cruden, 1979; Yu and Vayssade, 1991; Odling, 1994; Yang et al., 
2001; Hong-fa et al., 2002) and thus overcome the deficiencies of the 
subjective inference raised by Beer et al. (2002). Those attempts were 
reviewed by Grasselli (2006), who introduced a quantitative three-
dimensional surface parameter to replace JRC. However, the method 
developed by Grasselli (2006) presumes the fracture surface to be fully 
exposed, which is rarely the case in engineering applications. Hence, there is 
still a need to be able to infer fracture roughness from traces that can be 
measured in the field. One way forward is use of the fractal parameters of 
scanned fracture traces. 
There are two types of fractals, self-similar and self-affine. The main 
difference is that self-similar fractals retain their properties and visual 
appearance through different levels of magnification (Figure 8, top). A 
natural example of a self-similar fractal line is the coastline of an island, 
where the coordinates are coupled to each other and need to have the same 
quantity along the two axes to make sense. Self-affine fractals have 
decoupled measures on the two axes and need to be scaled differently in 
different directions to appear similar (Figure 8, bottom). An example of a 
self-affine fractal is data traffic as a function of time in a telecom network. 
Mandelbrot (1985) was first to suggest that fractures are self-affine fractal 
surfaces. This was later confirmed by Russ (1994) and Den Outer (1995). 
More recently, Renard et al. (2006), Candela et al. (2009), Candela et al. 
(2012) and Brodsky et al. (2011) have shown that fractures are mono-fractal 
self-affine surfaces over at least six orders of magnitude. As shown in 
Figure 8, a self-affine fractal needs to be scaled differently in different 
directions to appear similar. This implies that the visual appearance of the 
fracture roughness is scale-dependent (see Figure 9).  
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Figure 8. Two examples of fractals. (Top) Self-similar fractal, the 
“Koch curve” (Koch, 1904). (Bottom) Self-affine fractal, a type of 
“devil’s stair” curve (Stigsson, 2015).  
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Figure 9. Visual appearance of one single trace using 100 times 
difference in scaling.  
 
A self-similar fractal is constrained solely by its fractal dimension, D, while a 
self-affine fractal needs a scaling measure of the ordinate values in addition 
to the fractal dimension to be fully constrained. The dimension of the self-
affine fractal steers the persistence of correlation between vertices at 
different distances, while the scaling measure steers the magnitude of the 
differences between vertices. The dimension of a self-affine fractal can span 
between the topological and Euclidian dimension of the object to have a 
physical meaning. This means that the dimension of a self-affine trace is a 
real number between 1 and 2 (a fracture trace is topologically a line, a one-
dimensional object, defined in a Euclidean two-dimensional space). In the 
same way, the dimension of a self-affine fractal surface must be a real 
number between 2 and 3. The difference between the fractal dimension of 
an isotropic self-affine surface (i.e. having the same fractal dimension in all 
directions) and a trace along any line is exactly 1. This can be used to infer 
the properties of the surface from the trace.  

3.2.1 Derivation 
Fractures are self-affine and hence need two parameters, the fractal 
dimension and a scaling parameter, to be fully constrained. In many 
applications, the fractal dimension is expressed as the Hurst exponent, H, 
after an early study by Hurst (1957) on the fluctuations of the Nile River. 
The relationships between H and the fractal dimensions of lines and 
surfaces are: 
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2 LineH D= −  (11a) 
3 SurfaceH D= −  (11b) 

 
where H is the Hurst exponent, DLine is the fractal dimension of the line and 
DSurface is the fractal dimension of the surface. This implies that the Hurst 
exponent is equal for the trace and the surface from which the trace is 
extracted. It also implies that H is restricted to be between 0 and 1 to have a 
physical meaning. In theory, the Hurst exponent can be larger than 1, 
resulting in a line that is less than one-dimensional, a Cantor dust, i.e. a line 
with voids. H can also, theoretically, be less than 0, resulting in a line that 
wiggles so much that it fills more than the two-dimensional space. However, 
these fractal ‘lines’ are of limited interest for real-world applications such as 
fracture traces. Depending on the value of H, fracture traces can be divided 
into three groups: H > 0.5 reflects traces with long-range correlation; 
H < 0.5 reflects traces with anti-correlation; and H = 0.5 reflects traces 
following a random walk, i.e. the probability that the trace will continue or 
end the current trend is equal. 
There are different ways of expressing the scaling parameter of self-affine 
traces. An effective parameter, used by e.g. Brown (1987), Malinverno 
(1990), Odling (1994), Hong-Fa (2002), Renard et al. (2006), Candela et al. 
(2009), Johansson and Stille (2014) and Stigsson (2015), is the standard 
deviation of height differences at different length intervals, Δl, denoted 
σδh(Δl). The measure can easily be scaled for different length intervals 
according to: 
 

( ) ( )1 Hh x h xσδ σδ= ⋅  (12) 
 
where σδh(1) is the standard deviation of vertices 1 unit apart, x is the 
distance and H is the Hurst parameter. 
Despite the knowledge that fractures are self-affine and thus need two 
parameters to be constrained, there are numerous examples where only the 
fractal dimension of fracture traces has been evaluated, using methods only 
applicable to strictly self-similar lines, such as the divider method, compass 
walking or h-l method (e.g. Turk et al., 1987; Lee et al., 1990; Wakabayashi 
and Fukushige, 1992; Xie and Wang, 1999; Jiang et al., 2006; Bae et al., 
2011; Li and Huang, 2015; etc.). These erroneously evaluated dimensions 
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have then been used to develop relations to infer roughness. Results from 
such studies are highly questionable. 
Methods that can evaluate self-affine traces are evaluation of the power 
spectrum using fast Fourier transform (FFT) (e.g. Russ, 1994) and the root 
mean square, i.e. the standard deviation, of the correlation function (RMS-
COR) (Candela et al., 2009). There are another two methods, Korcak plot of 
the zero set (Russ, 1994) and box counting (Malinverno, 1990) that may be 
used to evaluate the Hurst exponent, but not the scaling factor. The four 
methods have different advantages and disadvantages, as listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Summary of the four models used for evaluation of self-
affine traces 
Method H σδh(1p) Advantages Disadvantages 
Fast 
Fourier 
transform 
(FFT) 

Yes Yes Fast  
Good at spotting 
missing information 
and true resolution 

Needs equally spaced 
vertices that conform to 2n 
data points 
Complex calculations 

Root mean 
square of 
correlation 
function 
(RMS-
COR) 

Yes Yes Easy to implement 
Intuitive 

Affected by finite length, 
which underestimates H  
Needs equally spaced 
vertices 

Korcak plot 
of Zero-set 

Yes No Data points can be 
arbitrarily distributed 
Easy to implement 

Severely affected by finite 
length, which underestimates 
H 

Box 
counting 

Yes No Data points can be 
arbitrarily distributed 
Visually intuitive 

Affected by resolution of data 

 
Power spectrum using FFT 
According to the Fourier theorem (Fourier, 1822), any complex motion can 
be broken down to a superimposed series of sine waves. Hence, a self-affine 
fractal line can be accurately reproduced by a series of sine waves. Fast 
Fourier transform makes use of Fourier’s theorem, but uses a fast algorithm 
attributed to Cooley and Tukey (1965). Their method is very similar to an 
unpublished method developed by Gauss, presumably in 1805, but 
published posthumously in Gauss (1866), see e.g. Goldstine (1977). The 
method is well described in e.g. Smith (1997). Using the same algorithm, 
there is an equivalent transform between the fracture trace in spatial domain 
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and the “length frequency” domain. Apart from being fast, the method is 
also good at spotting absent frequencies. These absent frequencies can be 
used to determine the smallest resolution carrying information, i.e. are not 
only values arising from interpolation of neighbouring real vertices. A 
drawback is that only traces which conform to 2n vertices can be analysed. 
Running a self-affine line of 2n vertices through FFT will produce an array 
with complex numbers. From this array, the power, i.e. the square of the 
amplitude, for each frequency can be calculated. Plotting the power as a 
function of each frequency in logarithmic space will produce a straight line. 
According to e.g. Russ (1994), H for the self-affine line can be calculated as:  
 

1
2

H β −
=  (13) 

 
where β is the slope of the power spectrum, which needs to be between 1 
and 3 to have a physical meaning. In Paper IV, we derived an expression to 
estimate the scaling factor σδh(1v), i.e. the standard deviation of height 
differences of adjacent vertices, as:  
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )2 1 21 2

1

2 21 sin
N

H
I

f
h v c f f N

N
σδ π

−
− +

=

≈ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∑  (14) 

 
where cI is the intercept of the power spectrum, f is the frequency, i.e. 
number of waves per trace length, N is the number of vertices of the fractal 
line and H is the Hurst exponent. 
Standard deviation of the correlation function, RMS-COR 
A self-affine line needs to be scaled by different amounts in the two 
directions to appear similar at different scales (see Figures 8 and 9). Hence, 
if the abscissa is scaled by a factor λ, the ordinate needs to be scaled by λH. 
This relationship also applies to the height differences between vertices at 
different distances. This is utilised by the RMS-COR method to analyse the 
standard deviation of height differences at different length intervals 
(Malinverno, 1990; Renard et al., 2006; Candela et al., 2009). According to 
Paper IV, the standard deviation of height differences at vertices Δv apart 
can be calculated as: 
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 (15) 

 
where Δv is the number of vertices between the height values analysed, h(v) 
is the height value at vertex v, and N is the number of vertices of the line. 
Plotting the standard deviations as a function of the distance between the 
vertices will give a straight line in logarithmic space. The intercept equals the 
standard deviation of adjacent vertices, while the slope equals the Hurst 
exponent.  
The method is easy to implement and intuitive, but a major drawback is that 
it is affected by traces having finite lengths. As long as Δv is small compared 
with N there is no problem, but if Δv > 20-25% of N the calculated standard 
deviations will start to decrease due to the last and first vertices having the 
same or similar height value, depending on de-trending method used. This 
means that H will always be underestimated and the fewer the vertices, the 
larger the effect.  
Korcak plot of the zero set 
The Korcak plot of zero set method is only capable of inferring the Hurst 
exponent and is totally independent of any scaling of the self-affine trace. 
The method makes use of the fact that the crossings between the abscissa 
and a self-affine line will produce a Cantor dust (e.g. Russ, 1994). By 
recording the distances between these crossings and plotting the 
complementary cumulative number of distances larger than a specific length 
in logarithmic space, a straight line will appear. This is known as the Korcak 
relationship and can be expressed as: 
 

( ) sN d l l≥ ∝  (16) 
 
where N(d ≥ l) is the number of recorded distances, d, larger than length l 
and s is the slope of the line in logarithmic space. Hence, the relationship 
between the Hurst exponent and slope is: 
 

1H s= +  (17) 
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A fracture trace is usually too short to give reliable results by sampling 
intersections between the self-affine line and the abscissa only. Instead, to 
get a larger number of recorded distances, it is possible to introduce 
multiple lines parallel with the abscissa and record all distances between the 
intersections of the self-affine line and the multiple horizontal lines. 
Due to the finite length of the trace, the method will constantly 
underestimate the number of long intervals. This implies that the cumulative 
number of lengths exceeding a specific length will always be underestimated 
and will, hence, bias all number of distances shorter than this specific length. 
Hence, the data will not plot as a straight line in logarithmic space, but drop 
towards a steeper slope at the right end. This can, in some sense, be 
overcome by disregarding the large length intervals and only using the 
shorter length intervals when evaluating the slope. However, even if the 
rightmost data points are disregarded, the Hurst exponent will always be 
underestimated and the larger the H, i.e. stronger long range correlation, the 
larger the bias. 
Box counting 
Use of the box counting method when evaluating self-affine lines is debated 
and the implementation is crucial in order to get somewhat reliable results. 
Erroneously implemented (as in e.g. Chen et al., 2012; Li and Huang, 2015; 
among others), the method has the same flaw as the divider method and will 
result in too high inferences of the Hurst exponent. For a self-affine line 
there is no such thing as a box, since there is no relationship between the 
ordinate and abscissa (Mandelbrot, 1985). However, Malinverno (1990) 
suggested an implementation where the ‘box’ is constructed by the 
extension in both directions. Applying this definition, it is possible to use 
the relationship between the number of boxes visited by the self-affine line 
as a function of the number of divisions of the box, expressed as: 
 

( ) sN n n∝  (18) 
 
where N(n) is the number of boxes visited by the self-affine line, n is the 
number of boxes along each of the two axes and s is the slope of the 
relationship in logarithmic space. The relationship between the Hurst 
exponent and slope is: 
 

2H s= −  (19) 
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The box counting method is sensitive to edge effects at both the lower and 
upper end. At the lower end, the first division will always result in three or 
four boxes being visited by the self-affine line. This coarse resolution might 
severely influence the inference of the Hurst exponent, especially when the 
line consists of few vertices. At the upper end, the lack of resolution of the 
trace will give an underestimate of boxes visited by the trace and thus tend 
to overestimate the Hurst exponent.  

3.2.2 Uncertainty and bias 
There are two types of uncertainties present when evaluating fracture traces. 
First, there is the uncertainty arising when the coordinates are measured 
and, second, there is the uncertainty arising during the evaluation of the 
coordinates. In addition to uncertainty, the evaluation methods may 
introduce bias in the inferred parameters. 
Point clouds representing the topography of fracture surfaces may be 
extracted using laser devises (e.g. Fardin et al., 2001; Chae et al., 2004) or by 
photogrammetry (e.g. Lee and Ahn, 2004). Using a procedure where the 
surfaces are measured multiple times, the mean and variance of each point 
in the cloud may be inferred using standard statistics such as mean and 
variance (see eq. 5 and eq. 6). Through such a procedure, areas with higher 
variance may be detected and their effect on the fractal parameters 
investigated. 
The trace of a fracture can be manually digitised from a photograph or from 
a line from a profile gauge. To infer the uncertainty in the interpretations, 
the trace may be digitised several times by, preferably, different individuals. 
Coordinates from traces from photographs or profile gauges may also be 
extracted using computer algorithms. Such algorithms, applied to the same 
photograph, will give the same results every time and hence no uncertainty 
can be estimated. However, changing contrast or brightness of the 
photograph may change the interpretations by the algorithm. 
The uncertainty and bias for each of the four methods used to evaluate 
fractal parameters (Table 1) can be inferred using real traces starting at 
different vertices. However, this procedure suffers from some 
disadvantages. First, the procedure demands a huge amount of large 
digitised high-resolution traces or surfaces. Second, it will suffer from not 
knowing the correct fractal parameters and hence the bias is difficult to 
estimate. Generating synthetic fractures instead gives full control of input 
parameters and fractal parameters. Hence, the parameters that affect the 
uncertainty and bias of the fractal parameters can be identified. 
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Once the bias and uncertainty for each method and parameter combination 
have been estimated, it is possible to use this information to infer the 
unbiased fractal parameters of the trace for each method. In theory, the four 
methods should converge to the same value but, due to real traces not being 
perfect mono-fractal self-affine traces, there will still be a difference in 
evaluated mean value and variance. To merge the evaluated values to a 
common value, inverse-variance weighting can be used. The method 
minimises the variance by weighting the studied variable in inverse 
proportion to its variance. The inverse variance weighted mean, x̂ , can be 
calculated as: 
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where mx  is the estimated mean and 2
ms  is the estimated variance of 

method m, of the N methods used. The inverse-variance weighted variance, 
( )2ˆ ˆs x , is calculated as: 
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(21) 

 

where x̂  is the inverse variance weighted mean of all the N methods and 
2
ms  is the estimated variance of method m. 

3.3 Fracture aperture from shearing 
A fracture generated under perfect tensile conditions will be perfectly mated 
when put together. Such a fracture does not have any aperture, but is still a 
discontinuity of the rock. An aperture field can be generated by shearing this 
discontinuity under different normal stresses, σN. While shearing of a hard 
rock fracture under low constant normal stress will make the fracture 
surfaces slide without any damage to the rock surface’s asperities, the 
shearing of a soft rock under high normal stress will shear off the asperities 
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and, hence, produce another distribution of apertures. One way to create 
these kinds of aperture fields is by shearing real fractures, or replicas of 
fractures, under different normal loads. As always, large numbers of 
specimens are needed to get good statistics on the measured parameter. 
Another way to create the aperture field is to numerically shear synthetic 
fractures using different computer codes, e.g. PFC (Itasca, 2014a) or 
UDEC/3DEC (Itasca, 2013; Itasca, 2014b). Unfortunately, shearing large 
fractures at high resolution demands high-performance computer clusters 
and much computing time. However, Casagrande et al. (2018) developed a 
semi-analytical algorithm that can estimate the damage to asperities under 
different normal loads relatively rapidly using standard computers. The 
method developed makes use of force equilibrium between shearing 
resistance and sliding resistance. The force to resist shearing, Fshear, is 
calculated according to: 
 

( )( )tanshear Ncf
F a c f ϕ= ⋅ + ⋅∑  (22) 

 
where cf denotes the contributing facets, a is the area of the facet projected 
on the horizontal plane, c is the cohesion of the rock, fN is the normal force 
acting on the facet and φ is the friction angle of the intact rock. The force to 
resist sliding, Fslide, is calculated according to: 
 

( )tanslide N bcf
F f ϕ β= ⋅ +∑  (23) 

 
where φb is the basic friction angle of the intact rock and β is the slope of 
the facets contributing to the slide resistance.  
The algorithm is visualised in Figure 10. In brief, the coordinates of the 
perfectly mated fracture are first read, together with the normal stress acting 
on the fracture and the parameters of the rock. Thereafter, the geometry is 
analysed and the facets with the steepest slope in the direction of the 
shearing are collected to create a set of contributing facets. Using this set of 
contributing facets, the resistance to slide and resistance to shear asperities 
are calculated according to eq. 22 and eq. 23. If sliding resistance is not 
smaller than shearing resistance, the forces acting on the fracture surface can 
be assumed to be large enough to shear off the steepest asperities. This 
shearing implies that the geometry of the fracture surface changes 
accordingly. This new topography is used to find the new set of contributing 
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facets and new resistance forces are calculated. This loop continues until the 
sliding resistance is less than the shearing resistance. At this point, sliding is 
expected to occur and output parameters, including the topography of the 
damaged surface, are saved. Casagrande et al. (2018) showed that the 
algorithm is good at predicting peak and residual shear strength for relatively 
soft rock fractures. In the work presented in this thesis, however, the peak 
and residual shear strength was of minor importance and was only used to 
check that the results were reasonable. 
 

 
Figure 10. Flow chart of the algorithm to calculate the force 
equilibrium when sliding occurs, according to Casagrande et al. 
(2018) 
 
Using the algorithm by Casagrande et al. (2018) on hard rock fractures, the 
normal stress acting on the sliding facets may exceed the joint compressive 
strength (JCS), calculated as: 
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where c denotes cohesion of the rock and φ is the friction angle of the intact 
rock. To take into account the effect of damage that high normal stress has 
on the fracture, the friction angle of the intact rock can be lowered until the 
resulting normal stress on the contributing facets is less than JCS. As the 
friction angle of the intact rock decreases JCS also decreases, but not as fast 
as the number of contributing facets transferring the normal force increases. 
Hence, lowering the friction angle of the intact rock will ensure that JCS is 
not exceeded. 
When the algorithm ends, the upper fracture surface may start to slide on 
the lower surface’s sheared facets and, since there is no rock with stiffness 
present, there is no new force equilibrium defining the amount of possible 
slip. Therefore the slip can be assumed to have any arbitrary value. When 
the upper surface is sliding on the sheared facets, the fracture will dilate a 
small portion, depending on the normal force applied, but the major 
aperture field will arise due to the mismatch of the surfaces (see Figure 11). 
Due to the offset, the facets of the upper and lower surfaces will not be 
parallel (see Figures 11 and 12). Hence, the aperture between two facets will 
vary within the extension of the facet. There are different ways of 
calculating a representative value of the aperture (e.g. Mourzenko et al., 
1995; Ge, 1997; Oron and Berkowitz, 1998). In this thesis, the aperture was 
calculated as the aperture perpendicular to the mid-plane of the two facets at 
the centre of gravity of the mid-facet. As shown in Figure 12, the mid-plane 
is not the surface that comes from averaging the height values at the 
vertices, but is the plane that has equal dihedral angle to the two bounding 
surfaces. 
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Figure 11. For a particular pristine geometry and shearing offset, the 
resulting aperture field will be different under different normal 
stresses. A case with small normal stress (top) will result in a larger 
dilation and less area in contact compared to a case with a large 
normal stress (bottom). 
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Figure 12. Two-dimensional simplification of the definition of 
aperture used in this thesis. The mid-plane is the plane that has 
equal dihedral angle, α, to both bounding facets. The aperture is the 
distance between the two bounding surfaces that are perpendicular 
to the mid-plane and goes through the centre of gravity of the facet. 
 

3.4 Fracture flow and transport  
The motion of continuous viscous fluids, such as water, can be described 
using the Navier-Stokes equation. Under the lubrication theory (Reynolds, 
1886), i.e. the assumptions that the fluid is Newtonian, isothermal and 
incompressible, the Navier-Stokes equation can be expressed as (e.g. 
Zimmerman and Bodvarson, 1994):  
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where v is the velocity vector, t is the time, F is the body force vector, ρ is 
the density, p is the pressure and μ is the viscosity. The two terms on the 
left-hand side account for acceleration. The first term accounts for velocity 
change over time and, hence, vanishes under steady state conditions. The 
second term, the advective acceleration, accounts for the possibility of a 
flow package having differences in velocity due to a change of location 
along the flow path, i.e. the acceleration that a flowing particle will be 
affected by when e.g. entering a new element. The first term on the right-
hand side accounts for body forces, i.e. the gravity for flow in fractures, the 
second term accounts for the pressure gradient and the last term accounts 
for the viscous forces. Equation 25 has to be constrained, by the equation 
for conservation of mass. For an incompressible fluid, which is an adequate 
approximation for water, the equation takes the form: 
 

0∇ ⋅ =v  (26) 
 
Assuming that: 1) fractures are infinite parallel plates, 2) water is a 
Newtonian fluid, 3) there is no slip between fluid and bounding plates, 4) 
Darcy’s law is valid and 5) steady state conditions prevail, the transmissivity 
of a fracture has an analytical solution. Following the derivation in e.g. 
Zimmerman and Bodvarsson (1994), this analytical solution, known as the 
cubic law (CL) can be expressed as:  
 

3

12
g aT ρ
µ

= ⋅  (27) 

 
where T is the transmissivity, ρ is the density, g is the gravitational 
acceleration, μ is the viscosity and a is the aperture of the slot. The 
transmissivity of the fracture defined by the slot between the two parallel 
plates can also be derived directly from the relationship between shear stress 
and shear velocity of a Newtonian fluid, under the assumption that no slip 
occurs, see e.g. Gustafson (2012).  
Despite this extreme simplification of the rough fracture surfaces, the CL 
equation is widely used for flow and transport calculations in DFN models. 
This is mainly due to its simplicity and the lack of computer power needed 
to solve the flow in large DFN models with high resolution and the Navier-
Stokes equation. 
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Instead of assuming the fracture to be one single parallel plate, it can be 
divided into small sub-pieces. For these sub-pieces, the cubic law can be 
applied locally, known as local cubic law (LCL). However, as indicated in 
Figures 11 and 12, the upper and lower bounding surfaces are usually not 
parallel, but angled. There are many experimental and numerical studies 
showing that LCL models overestimate the flow through rough-walled 
fractures compared with Navier-Stokes models (e.g. Brush and Thomson, 
2003; Yeo and Ge, 2005; Lee et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Zou et al., 
2017a). However, Oron and Berkowitz (1998) made a thorough review of 
the conditions in which the LCL approximation is adequate and came to the 
conclusion that the approach is reasonable if the local plane is large 
compared with the aperture, the variance in asperities is small and Reynolds 
number (Re) is small. They also suggested that the opening angle should be 
moderate to make the simplification valid. By solving flow in a scanned 
rough fracture using the Navier-Stokes equation, Zou et al. (2017a) showed 
that the effective transmissivity stabilised when Re was less than about 4. 
Another finding in Zou et al. (2017a) was that the estimated transmissivity 
of the fracture, and thereby the through-flow, usually was overestimated 
using LCL compared with the estimated transmissivity obtained by solving 
the Navier-Stokes equation. 
Assuming that the conditions for LCL are fulfilled, a single fracture can be 
divided into several small local elements with different transmissivities 
assigned according to the local aperture. These local elements can be used as 
elements for solving the flow through the fracture, using e.g. a finite element 
scheme. By assigning boundary conditions to the fracture, the hydraulic 
head can be solved for the corners of all the local elements. Knowing both 
the hydraulic head of the corners and the geometry of the local element, the 
head gradient vector, ie, acting on the element can be calculated. This head 
gradient vector can be used to calculate the velocity vector, ve, of the 
element as: 
 

2

12e e
ga ρ
µ

=v i  (28) 

 
where a is the aperture of the local element, ρ is the density of the fluid, g is 
the gravitational acceleration and μ is the viscosity of the fluid. This 
specification of the flow field represents the Eulerian flow field, i.e. the flow 
is a function of position and time, expressed as: 
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( ),tv x  (29) 
 
where v is the velocity at location x and time t.  
It has been proposed that the Lagrangian specification of the flow field is 
better suited to handle the advection-dominated transport in fractures 
(Dagan et al., 1992; Cvetkovic et al., 1999). The Lagrangian specification of 
the flow field follows the fluid along the flow path in time, and is expressed 
as: 
 

( )0 ,tX x  (30) 
 
where X is the location at time t and x0 is the location at some initial time t0. 
The Lagrangian flow field can be obtained by conducting advective particle 
tracking for indivisible, non-interacting particles with density equal to that of 
the fluid. Following such particles through one of the local finite elements, 
which has constant properties, the advective residence time, Δτ, spent in the 
local element can be expressed as: 
 

t∆ =
l
v

 (31) 

 
where l is the length of the flow path in the element and v is the velocity of 
the liquid flowing through the element. The total residence time, τ, in the 
fracture is simply the sum of all residence times along the flow path of the 
fracture, calculated as: 
 

i
i

i E i E i

t t
∈ ∈

= ∆ =∑ ∑ l
v

 (32) 

 
where i is an element number of the set of local elements, E, visited along 
the flow path.  
To incorporate reactive exchange processes along the advective paths, an 
additional segment variable, the transport resistance, β, is needed (Cvetkovic 
et al., 2004). The transport resistance for a local element, Δβ, which has 
constant properties, is described by: 
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b
β∆ =

⋅
l

v
 (33) 

 
where b is the half aperture of the element, i.e. a/2. As for the total 
residence time, the total transport resistance, β, can be calculated by adding 
together the local transport resistances: 
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i E i E i ib
β β

∈ ∈

= ∆ =
⋅∑ ∑ l

v
 (34) 

 
There is hence a perfect correlation between the residence time and the 
transport resistance if the half aperture, bi is constant, as for the parallel 
plate approach: 
 

1
b

β t=  (35) 

 
where 1/b is the definition of specific surface area or flow-wetted surface 
(Moreno and Neretnieks, 1993; Wels et al., 1996). The flow-wetted surface 
is hence the total fracture area with which a volume of liquid is in contact. 
However, for a rough fracture the aperture is not constant, but varies for 
each local element along the flow path. For such a path, an effective specific 
surface area, ω, can be calculated as (Cvetkovic and Frampton, 2012; 
Cvetkovic and Gotovac, 2013): 
 

βω
t

=  (36) 

 
In this thesis, the distributions of path lengths, τ, β and ω were used to 
show how the structural uncertainties of rock fractures can affect the flow 
and transport in sheared fractures. 
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4 ANALYSES AND RESULTS 
Using the data described in Chapter 2 together with theories and methods 
developed in Chapter 3, the magnitudes of structural uncertainties can be 
evaluated. How these uncertainties can affect the flow and transport 
properties in a single fracture is exemplified in this thesis using the case of 
fracture Id 4910478B2B156B74 in Sicada. Fracture 4910478B2B156B74 is a 
steeply dipping fracture, mapped in borehole KLX10 at Laxemar in south-
east Sweden. It has an expected north-east strike and is qualitatively judged 
as fresh, planar and rough, with pyrite minerals. The fracture is located at 
about 350 m depth in a rock mass classified as granite to quartz 
monzodiorite, generally porphyritic.  

4.1 Fracture orientation 
The data gathered during the investigations for siting a repository for spent 
nuclear fuel at the Forsmark and Laxemar sites in Sweden (SKB, 2008; SKB, 
2009) were used in this thesis to analyse the occurrence and magnitude of 
uncertainty of the measurements. Four different types of uncertainty were 
identified: 1) Tool-related uncertainties, such as the inherent uncertainty of 
the tool and poor alignment of the tool in the borehole; 2) magnetic 
inference, including effects from solar flares, HVDC cables and the 
presence of minerals with high magnetic susceptibility; 3) geometric 
uncertainties, such as variations in borehole diameter and fracture 
undulation; and 4) human factors, such as geological mapping, handling of 
tools and manual adjustment of borehole TV images. 

4.1.1 Inherent uncertainty 
The inherent uncertainty is the uncertainty that originates from the 
measuring device itself. It is determined by the manufacturer under ideal 
conditions, where the magnitude is often negligible. This uncertainty serves 
as the minimum uncertainty which cannot be avoided. There was no need to 
quantify this uncertainty in this thesis, unless a bias was suspected to be 
present, as the uncertainty is naturally included in the measurement 
uncertainty using the tool. However, if the uncertainty of the device is of 
interest, Sindle et al. (2006) report uncertainties or errors for a few devices 
measuring borehole orientations. 

4.1.2 Poor alignment 
A tool that is much smaller than the borehole may be poorly aligned with 
the borehole trajectory and hence not reflect the actual orientation of the 
borehole. For example, in a steep borehole the tool can start to dangle, or if 
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the borehole is horizontal the mechanism that pushes the tool may angle the 
tool relative to the trajectory of the borehole. 
Measuring the orientation of the borehole is highly dependent on the tool 
being aligned with the borehole. This is because the tool does not actually 
measure the orientation of the borehole, but of itself. Performing full-scale 
tests to calculate the uncertainty in orientation of boreholes is not trivial. It 
requires several boreholes in different directions and rock types with known 
start and end points. However, a few facilities around the world are using 
plastic tubes instead of rock, e.g. De Beer’s facility in Voorspoed Mine 
(Orpen, 2007), Devico’s test facility in Trondheim (Devico, 2015) and 
SKB’s test facility at Äspö (Nilsson, 2015). Unfortunately, all these facilities 
have a much larger horizontal than vertical extension. An exception to these 
horizontal facilities is the test facility for nonmagnetic tools constructed at 
Solid Energy’s Spring Creek mine (Solid Energy New Zealand Ltd, 2015), 
where the inclination is between -17º and -37º. 
In the absence of steeply inclined test facilities, the uncertainty in borehole 
orientations was estimated in this thesis by performing several 
measurements every third meter along the boreholes using different tools. 
This produced a few measurements at many different locations. Assuming 
that the variance does not differ between tools and boreholes or along the 
borehole, the uncertainty can be estimated using eq. 7.  
Two different types of tools, namely tools using optics and tools using a 
magnetometer/accelerometer, were employed during the site investigations 
(SKB, 2008; SKB, 2009). On analysing the variance of the measurements, it 
was found that the tools had different variances. Consequently, the data 
were split into two separate analyses, one for each tool. The standard 
deviations of the bearing, B, and inclination, I, from the two tools are 
plotted as a function of the measured inclination in Figure 13. 
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The data are scattered and it was not easy to find a simple relationship 
between the inclination and the uncertainty. Instead, the uncertainty models 
were based on judgements using data in intervals where the average is close 
to zero and the number of measurements is large. The analysis suggested the 
following equations to infer standard deviation of the bearing and 
inclination uncertainty from measuring the orientation of the boreholes 
using magnetometer/accelerometer tools: 
 

,
0.10.2 90 35

cos( )B BHs I
I

= + − < ≤ −  (37a) 

,
0.00030.05 90 35
cos( )I BHs I

I
= + − < ≤ −  (37b) 

 
and using optical tools: 
 

,
0.10.4 90 35

cos( )B BHs I
I

= + − < ≤ −  (38a) 

,
0.0030.5 90 35
cos( )I BHs I

I
= + − < ≤ −  (38b) 

 

4.1.3 Solar flares and space weather 
Tools using the magnetic field of the Earth to orient themselves, e.g. using 
magnetic compasses, are reliant on accurate description of the magnetic 
field at the measuring point in space and time. Solar flares and space 
weather are events that may disturb the magnetic field in time and 
consequently affect those kinds of tools. The magnetic field is measured at 
several facilities around the world (INTERMAGNET, 2015). Any local 
disturbance will be captured by these facilities (Figure 14), and it is thus 
possible to verify that measurements were made during a calm period. Some 
organisations also provide space weather forecasts (e.g. NOAA, 2015; 
TESIS, 2015). These forecasts can be used to plan measuring activities with 
tools affected by magnetic disturbance. 
The temporal resolution of the measured magnetic field is high and thus 
there is a theoretical possibility that measured values relying on the magnetic 
field can be corrected according to the current magnetic field. However, this 
is seldom practically possible due to the lack of a facility measuring the 
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magnetic field close enough to the site of investigations. Instead, 
measurements should be carried out during stable periods.  
The variance in the magnetic field is small during stable periods and can be 
estimated using eq. 6. Figure 14 shows the recorded magnetic field at 
Uppsala observatory in Sweden during two different 24-h periods, one with 
large variations in the magnetic field (12.00 h on 24 October to 12.00 h on 
25 October 2011) and one of stable magnetic field (00.00 h to 24.00 h on 
19 January 2014) (INTERMAGNET, 2015). As can be seen, the maximum 
difference during the large variation period is slightly above 2º, while the 
difference during the stable period is less than 0.07º. By calculating the 
deviations of the magnetic field from the expected orientation during several 
days of stable space weather, the estimated standard deviation stemming 
from solar flares and space weather was estimated to be: 
 

0.02Solars <  (39) 
 

 
Figure 14. Plots of the magnetic field at Uppsala observatory, 
Sweden, during two different 24-h periods. (Left) 12.00 h on 
24 October to 12.00 h on 25 October 2011, and (right) 00.00 h to 
24.00 h on 19 January 2014. The zero lines correspond to declination 
5º and inclination 73.0º of the magnetic field lines. The difference in 
average declination between the two time periods is due to the 
wandering of the magnetic North pole between 2011 and 2014. 
Source: INTERMAGNET (2015). 
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4.1.4 High voltage direct current cables 
When an electric current runs through a cable, it causes a magnetic field 
around the cable that increases in strength with increasing amperage and 
decreasing distance to the cable. This artificial magnetic field will locally 
interfere with the natural magnetic field of the Earth, and, hence, affect 
measurements by tools using the magnetic field of the Earth to orient 
themselves. The impact from HVDC cables are both time- and space-
dependent and it can be calculated using the Biot-Savart law (e.g. Griffiths, 
1998) if the running conditions, the geometry and the rock properties are 
known. Most often, it is possible to get information about running time but 
not running conditions, as they are viewed as corporate secrets. Hence, it is 
not possible to correct the measurements for this bias and measurements 
close to HVDC cables have to be made using periods of no electricity 
transfer. It might be possible to infer the uncertainty in measured values by 
analysing the effect using different running conditions and the Biot-Savart 
law.  

4.1.5 Minerals with high magnetic susceptibility 
A borehole might penetrate rock masses containing a large amount of 
minerals with high magnetic susceptibility. Such passages will affect tools 
sensitive to magnetic fields. If it is not possible to gather data using tools 
not sensitive to magnetic fields, measured values from such passage in a 
borehole are highly questionable and should be omitted from further 
analyses or assigned large uncertainties. 

4.1.6 Borehole diameter variation 
The variation of the borehole will affect the inference of the measured α 
angle in the borehole TV image. During the site investigations (SKB, 2008; 
SKB 2009), SKB used the Borehole Image Processing System (BIPS) by 
RaaX (2015) together with the software Boremap developed by ErgoData 
(2015). This software assumes that the diameter of the borehole is constant 
despite variation along the core. Assuming an erroneous diameter will affect 
the interpreted α angle by a factor δα that is calculated as: 
 

( )tan 90
90 arctan I A

I
C

D
Dα

α
δ α

 − ⋅ 
= − −  

 
 (40) 

 
where αI is the interpreted α angle, DA is the assumed borehole diameter and 
DC is the correct borehole diameter, see Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Effect of not using the correct borehole diameter when 
inferring angle α. 
 
Since the correct borehole diameter is measured, using a calliper, along the 
borehole, all parameters on the right-hand side of eq. 40 are known and the 
correct α angle can theoretically be calculated. However, this requires the 
length markers of the calliper measurements and the BIPS image to be fully 
correlated. During the site investigations, the two measurements were only 
adjusted every 50 m and hence there may be large discrepancies between the 
two length markers, making it impossible to apply eq. 40 to correct the 
value. Instead, the uncertainty was evaluated using the differences between 
the assumed diameters in Boremap and the diameters measured by the 
calliper for all 311 266 calliper measurements. This resulted in an estimated 
standard deviation, sα,BH, that is dependent on the interpreted angle, αI: 
 

( ), 0.4 sin 2BH Isα α= ⋅  (41) 
 

4.1.7 Fracture undulation 
The intersection between the borehole and the fracture only represents a 
tiny part of the fracture surface, and hence the intercept may have a 
different orientation than the overall orientation of the fracture. Assuming 
that fractures are mono-fractal self-affine surfaces and that the size 
distribution of the intersecting fractures is such that the sizes of the 
fractures are usually much larger than the borehole diameter, the size can be 
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assumed to be infinite. Using these assumptions, the estimated contribution 
to the standard deviation will rely on the borehole diameter and the fractal 
parameters as: 
 

( ) ( )

1

, arctan 1
sin

H

BH
undulations hα

φσδ
α

−  
 = ⋅      

 (42a) 

( )( )1
, arctan 1 H
undulation BHs hβ σδ φ −= ⋅  (42b) 

 
where σδh(1) is the standard deviation of asperity differences one unit apart 
stated in the same unit as the borehole diameter, øBH, α is the measured 
intercept angle and H is the Hurst parameter. 
The estimated variance, sα,undulation2 is therefore dependent on the measured 
α angle. Figure 16 shows the estimated standard deviation as a function of 
the α angle for three different JRC values. The fractal parameters are 
calculated using the relationship between fractal parameters and JRC 
according to Paper IV and table 4. The graph shows that the rougher the 
fracture and the more perpendicular to the borehole, the larger the 
uncertainty. 
 

 
Figure 16. Standard deviation due to undulation as a function of the 
angle of the intercept, α, and the roughness. For each JRC value, 
three different combinations of fractal parameters from Paper IV are 
shown, where that in bold is the most expected, listed in table 4.  
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4.1.8 Geological mapping 
The angles, α and β, of the fracture intercept are two of many features such 
as rock type, alteration, fracture roughness etc. recorded during  geological 
mapping of a drill core (e.g. Glamheden and Curtis, 2006). The α angle is 
the acute dihedral angle between the fracture plane and the local trajectory 
of the borehole, and is thus restricted to be between 0° and 90° (see 
Figure 3). Thus, α is 90° when the normal of the fracture plane is parallel to 
the borehole trajectory. The β angle is the rotation angle from the crown of 
the borehole profile to the lower inflexion point of the fracture trace on the 
borehole wall, i.e. where the perimeter of the borehole is the tangent of the 
fracture trace. The angle is measured clockwise looking in the direction of 
the borehole trajectory and can be between 0° and 360° (see Figure 3). 
To estimate the uncertainty in mapping the intercept angles, two teams of 
geologists, denoted GS and SP, mapped the same sections in two different 
boreholes; KFM06C in Forsmark and KLX07B in Laxemar, (reported in 
Glamheden and Curtis, 2006). As shown in Table 2, the two teams did not 
always recognise the same fractures on the core, where a fracture is defined 
as a “general term that refers to all kinds of mechanical breaks in a rock 
mass” according to Appendix D in Glamheden and Curtis (2006).  
 
Table 2. Borehole intervals and number of fractures mapped in 
boreholes KFM06C in Forsmark and KLX07B in Laxemar by two 
teams of geologists, GP and SP 
Borehole name Mapping interval Number of fractures 

Start (m)  End (m) SP GS Common 

KFM06C 176.5 332.1 582 593 453 
KLX07B    9.6 131.9 699 721 540 
 
Only 993 of the 1281-1314 fractures were judged to be the exact same 
fracture when comparing the mappings by the two teams. There were 993 
intercepts to use for the estimation of the uncertainty. However, when the α 
angle is 90°, the β angle becomes undefined. There were 26 such records 
where either one or both teams mapped the α angle to 90°, and hence only 
967 β angle pairs could be analysed. 
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An ANOVA analysis (Fisher, 1925) was performed to investigate whether 
any of the mapped parameters significantly affected the magnitude of the 
uncertainty. The results showed that only the α angle itself and the visibility 
of the intercept in the borehole imagery (BIPS) were significant. The data 
were thus divided into two groups, depending on the visibility in BIPS, and 
plotted as a function of the α angle (Figure 17). Due to the relatively small 
amount of data and large uncertainty in the estimated mean of the α angle, 
α , the data were analysed using a 10º moving average for the fractures 
visible in BIPS and a 20º moving average for the ones not visible in BIPS. 
The variance in estimated orientation between the two teams was, naturally, 
smaller when the fracture was visible in the borehole imagery than for those 
fractures whose orientation had to be measured on the core relative to a 
nearby visible feature, see Figure 17. The estimated variance of the α angle,

2
,mapsα , increased as the estimated mean of the α angle, α , increased. This is 

to be expected, since the angle difference increases for a constant height 
difference on the borehole imagery picture, as the α angle becomes larger 
(see Figure 18). It is also natural for the variance in the β angle, 2

,mapsβ , to 
become larger as α  approaches 90°, due to the less pronounced peak of the 
trace. On the other hand, the impact of the variance of the β angle becomes 
smaller as α  approaches 90° (Paper II). 
The standard deviation in the uncertainty models, eq. 43 and eq. 44, was 
manually optimised to give as few points as possible outside the 95% 
confidence interval of the standard deviation of the measurements. For the 
intercepts visible in BIPS is expressed as: 
 

, 1.2 0.055mapsα α= + ⋅  (43a) 

( ),
9 0.06min ,180

cosmapsβ
α

α
 − ⋅

=   
 

 (43b) 

 
and for the intercepts not visible in BIPS as: 
 

, 1.9 0.11mapsα α= + ⋅  (44a) 

( ),
32 0.3min ,180

cosmapsβ
α

α
 − ⋅

=   
 

 (44b) 
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Figure 18. Decrease in uncertainty for a g iven uncertainty, δh, as 
angle α decreases. 
 

4.1.9 Handling of tool 
The uncertainty arising when handling the tools is dependent on quality 
assurance (QA) systems together with the motivation and skill of the 
operator. A QA-system well adapted to the task and a skilled, highly 
motivated, operator will most certainly give rise to less difference between 
measurements and hence less uncertainty. However, this uncertainty is 
difficult to evaluate and in this thesis, as with the inherent uncertainty, it was 
regarded as a natural part of the measurement that did not need to be 
evaluated explicitly. 

4.1.10 Manual adjustment of the BIPS image 
During the site investigations (SKB, 2008; SKB, 20009), the inside of the 
borehole was filmed using the BIPS 1500 tool (RaaX, 2015). When the 
camera is dragged along the borehole, it may rotate around its own axis and 
the image will be rotated in the same way. To get an oriented image of the 
inside, the operator has to compensate manually for this rotation by turning 
a knob to keep two markers aligned; an air bubble pointing at the crown of 
the borehole, a steel ball pointing at the invert, or a compass pointing 
towards north. This uncertainty in compensating for the rotation affects the 
β angle and the uncertainty varies along the core due to visibility, the 
rapidness of rotation of the device and if there are sudden jumps between 
the markers. The uncertainty is also dependent on the device used, where 
using a small air bubble to orient the device will give smaller uncertainty 
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than using a steel ball, due to the difference in inertia. The orientation of the 
borehole will also affect the magnitude of the uncertainty, where a steeper 
borehole will give larger uncertainty. Each borehole will thus have a unique 
uncertainty value due to this manual adjustment. 
The operator estimates the uncertainty him/herself by expert judgement, 
and it is thus only subjectively quantified. These subjective uncertainties for 
50 boreholes are plotted in Figure 19, together with the mean standard 
deviation and 95% confidence intervals of the value. Only four boreholes 
were logged using a steel ball, due to the inertia problem. Two boreholes 
were logged with compass, but only one had data for most of the borehole 
length. The borehole with large amount of data was included in the analysis 
while the other was excluded. Provided that the best method is used, i.e. air 
bubble technique in inclined boreholes and compass in almost vertical 
boreholes, a simple linear uncertainty model can be developed to describe 
the uncertainty in β.  The standard deviation model due to manual 
adjustment of BIPS image is expressed as:  
 

, 2 0.04BIPSs Iβ = − ⋅  (45) 
 
where I is the inclination of the borehole. 
If an air bubble or steel ball is used, the uncertainty is expected to increase 
rapidly after about -85º inclination and be undefined at -90º inclination. 
 

 
Figure 19. Subjectively estimated uncertainties due to manual 
adjustment of the BIPS image together with the simple linear 
uncertainty model. 
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4.1.11 Estimated uncertainty of fracture 4910478B2B156B74 
During the site investigations (SKB, 2008; SKB, 2009), all fractures that 
could have uncertainty values specified directly from the measurements 
obtained the best available estimation using each of the individual 
measurements. However, when specific uncertainty values could not be 
calculated, the contribution from each uncertainty component was assigned 
values according to the generic uncertainty models described in sections 
4.1.1 to 4.1.10 above. Fracture 4910478B2B156B74 in KLX10 has some 
unique uncertainty values but the generic values were used in this thesis, so 
the recorded uncertainty in Sicada may differ from the values presented 
here. Input values used for the uncertainty calculation are listed in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Data on fracture 4910478B2B156B74 
Borehole orientation 

Bearing 264º 
Inclination -83º 
  
Intercept  

α 27 º 
β 220º 
Visibility in BIPS Not visible 
  
Roughness  

Large-scale planar 
Small-scale rough 
JRC* 2.5 
H 0.7** 
σδh(1 mm) 0.097** 
*Correlation between Jr and JRC from Barton (1987). 
**Estimated using relationship between JRC and fractal parameters in Paper IV. 

 
Using the input parameters from Table 3 together with eq. 37 to eq. 44, the 
estimated standard deviations for fracture 4910478B2B156B74 add up to: 
sα = 5.0, sβ = 27.02, sB = 1.06, sI = 0.05. 
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From the expected values and standard deviations of the four angles, the 
uncertainty space for the 95th percentile can be calculated according to eq. 9 
and visualised using the algorithm developed in Paper II (see Figure 20). 
Based on the 95% confidence interval, fracture 4910478B2B156B74 in 
KLX10 will trend between 250º and 360º (strike 340º to 90º) and plunge 
between 10º and 35º (dip 55º to 80º).  
 

 
Figure 20. The χ95 uncertainty space of fracture 4910478B2B156B74. 
 

4.2 Fracture roughness 
The uncertainty in subjectively estimating fracture roughness as JRC using 
type traces has already been investigated by Beer et al. (2002). The focus in 
this thesis was on the uncertainty in evaluation of the fractal parameters, H 
and σδh(ΔL), of the fracture. In order to evaluate these fractal parameters, 
the fracture topography needs to be digitised by some tool, e.g. laser or 
photogrammetry. As for all measurements, uncertainties will arise when 
measuring the topography of the fractures. According to Larsson (2019), the 
variance is usually small, but slightly elevated in areas with large gradients. 
This can be expected, as a small deviation in the x-y direction will affect the 
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measured elevation more the steeper the surface (Figure 21). Candela et al. 
(2009) showed that it is possible to remove parts of the fracture surface 
without strongly affecting the estimation of the fractal parameters. The 
uncertainty in the measured topography can then be assumed to be of minor 
importance. However, Paper IV showed that the number of vertices 
evaluated may severely affect the results when estimating the fractal 
parameters.  

 
Figure 21. A small uncertainty in the lateral direction will result in a 
larger uncertainty in the vertical direction where the surface is more 
inclined. 
 
The uncertainty and bias arising from the evaluation method can be inferred 
using synthetic fracture traces. According to many researchers (e.g. Saupe, 
1988; Gallant et al., 1994; Russ 1994), inverse fast Fourier transform of 
power spectra seems to be one of the most appropriate algorithms to 
generate self-affine traces. To get stable statistics, 1024 traces with 65536 
vertices were generated and analysed using the four methods listed in 
Table 1 (power spectrum using FFT, standard deviation of the correlation 
function, Korcak plot of the zero set and box counting).  

4.2.1 Uncertainty of the Hurst exponent, H 
The bias in the estimated expected H is dependent on the method used, the 
number of vertices analysed and the Hurst exponent itself, whilst the 
uncertainty in expected H is dependent on the method used and number of 
traces used, but to a lesser extent on H itself, see Figure 22. As expected, the 
FFT method will correlate perfectly with the 1:1 line without any deviation 
when all vertices generated are analysed, due to the evaluation method being 
the exact inverse of the generation method. For the other three methods, 
the uncertainty is small but there is some bias. The standard deviation of the 
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correlation function method, RMS-COR, only has a small bias when H is 
low, but as H approaches 1, i.e. a plane, the bias increases. The Korcak plot 
of the zero set method has a small bias for small H, but as H increases the 
bias also increases and is almost double that in RMS-COR as H approaches 
1. The used implementation of the box counting method overestimates H 
for low H generated and underestimates H for high values, and is the least 
reliable method. 
The number of vertices can be reduced in two ways. Either a short piece, a 
sub-trace, with full resolution is extracted for analysis, or the full length of 
the trace is used, but only every ith vertex is extracted. This corresponds, 
respectively, to a short trace with high resolution and a long trace with low 
resolution in real case scanning. 
Using a sub-trace (Figures 22b-d), the bias of the mean value will increase 
for all methods except FFT and the uncertainty will increase for all 
methods. When only 64 vertices are analysed the uncertainty is so large for 
all methods except FFT that there is no statistically significant difference 
between the evaluated values (see Figure 22c). However, the uncertainty is 
not dependent on the number of generated vertices, as can be seen on 
comparing Figure 22b with Figure 22d, where both show traces of 1024 
vertices, but are sub-traces of 65536 and 4096 vertices, respectively. The 
bias and uncertainty in evaluating the 1024 vertex sub-traces are almost 
equal, independent of the original number of vertices. 
Using a fraction of the in-between vertices to lower the number of analysed 
vertices will follow the same overall pattern. However, there will be a slight 
difference in the uncertainty. The uncertainty will be smaller if the in-
between nodes are skipped instead of analysing a sub-trace (compare 
Figures 22e and 22f, and Figures 22g and 22h). This implies that it is better 
to map as long traces, or as large areas, as possible. 
As fractures are self-affine, the Hurst exponent should be independent of 
the scaling parameter, σδh(ΔL). As shown in Figure 23, all the four 
evaluation methods used (Table 1) are independent on the generated 
σδh(ΔL). This would not be the case when using non-suitable methods, e.g. 
the divider method, h-l or compass-walking. For such evaluation methods 
the estimated H would become larger the smaller σδh(ΔL) (Paper IV). 
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Figure 22. Evaluated mean value of the Hurst exponent (H), as 
markers, and the standard deviation, as whiskers, depending on 
generated H. a) All 65536 vertices used, b) 1024 vertices used of 
65536 generated, c) 64 vertices used of 65536 generated and d) 1024 
vertices used of 4096 generated. 
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Figure 22 cont’d. Evaluated Hurst exponent (H) as a function of the 
number of vertices analysed. Mean value as markers and standard 
deviation as whiskers. In the left column, the number of vertices is 
changed by altering the length of the trace. In the right column, the 
number of vertices is changed by skipping in-between vertices. In 
the upper row the generated H = 0.975 and in the lower row H = 
0.600. 
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Figure 23.  Hurst exponent (H) as a function of σδh(1p) for a trace of 
1024 vertices using H = 0.600 to the left and H = 0.975 to the right. 
Mean as markers and standard deviation as whiskers of evaluated H. 
 

4.2.2 Uncertainty of the scaling parameter, σδh(ΔL) 
The estimation of the scaling parameter, σδh(ΔL), is dependent on the 
Hurst exponent and the fraction of the fracture that is measured. Unless the 
whole trace is measured, σδh(ΔL) will be underestimated compared with the 
value of the full trace, due to de-trending of the trace. This is because 
σδh(ΔL) is measured perpendicular to the local orientation, which does not 
have to coincide with the overall orientation (Figure 24). The larger the H of 
the investigated trace and the fewer vertices investigated, the larger the 
underestimation of σδh(ΔL), see Figures 25a and 25b. However, σδh(ΔL) 
does not have to be underestimated compared with the true value, see 
Figure 25a, where σδh(ΔL) is overestimated by ~5% using RMS-COR 
method. 
When the full trace is measured, but at low resolution, the evaluated 
σδh(ΔL) will scale as eq. 12, where ΔL is the length between measured 
vertices, see Figures 25c and 25d. Hence σδh(ΔL) will increase as the 
resolution decreases, due to larger distance between the evaluated vertices. 
Theoretical and evaluated values of σδh(ΔL) will almost coincide when 
H = 0.600 for both the FFT and RMS-COR method (Figure 25c). However, 
the evaluated σδh(ΔL) values will be underestimated as the resolution 
becomes coarser, i.e. ΔL gets larger, for the case where H = 0.975 
(Figure 25d). The slope of the inferred values in Figure 25d is only 0.91, 
compared with the theoretical value of 0.975, indicating that the inverse 
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FFT method is not fully capable of generating correct traces as H 
approaches 1. As a consequence, H will be slightly overestimated when 
using the FFT method to evaluate traces where H is close to 1. 
Estimating σδh(ΔL) for ΔL smaller than the distance between the measured 
points is delicate. Due to the need for extrapolation of a power function 
with an uncertain value of the Hurst exponent the estimated σδh(ΔL) will 
be highly uncertain (Figures 25e and 25f). For a trace with H = 0.600, the 
error is less than 20% if using more than 256 vertices of the 65536 available, 
but then rapidly increases as the number of vertices decreases. Yet, for the 
case where H = 0.975, the error increases quite rapidly immediately due to 
the trouble in correctly inferring H when close to 1. 
By knowing the bias for traces with different lengths and resolutions, it is 
possible to compensate each method for its bias. Using the inverse variance 
weighting (eq. 20 and eq. 21), the uncertainty can then be minimised and the 
fractal parameters estimated with the lowest possible uncertainty. 
 

 
Figure 24. Using local average planes will underestimate the scaling 
parameter that is measured perpendicular to the average plane.  
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Figure 25. Evaluated standard deviation of the asperity difference, 
σδh(Δx), using two different generated Hurst exponent (H) values, 
0.600 in left column and 0.975 in right column. a) and b) Effect of 
using full resolution, 1p, but changing the length of the evaluated 
trace. c) and d) Effect of changing the resolution, i.e. the length 
between the evaluated vertices is changed, but the full length of the 
trace is kept.  
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Figure 25 cont’d. e) and f) Effect of changing the resolution using 
the full length trace, but extrapolating the result below the distance 
between the evaluated vertices. H = 0.600 (left) and 0.975 (right). 
 

4.2.3 Roughness of fracture 4910478B2B156B74 
As can be seen from Table 3, the fracture used here as an example only has 
a qualitative judgment of roughness using the rock mass classification 
Q-system. At the small scale the fracture is assumed to be rough, while at 
the large scale, estimated from the 56 mm diameter core, it is assumed to be 
planar. Subjectively estimating the large-scale behaviour from such a small 
sample might be difficult. Another issue is that there are only three classes 
describing the large scale behaviour, planar, undulating or stepped, and the 
interpretation might be close to a class limit. Unfortunately, there is a large 
difference in the corresponding JRC value when changing the large-scale 
behaviour from planar to undulating, i.e. the next class. This small change in 
subjective classification will alter JRC from 2.5 to 14 (Barton, 1987). Hence, 
the uncertainty in roughness is extremely large using this qualitative method 
on small samples. 
However, assuming fractures to be mono-fractal self-affine surfaces, it is 
possible to infer large-scale behaviour from digitised small scale samples as 
long as their resolution is sufficient and the samples are representative of the 
fractures. Using a high resolution scanning ΔL < 0.05 mm of the surface 
from a 56 mm core, it should be possible to infer the roughness parameters 
with uncertainties in the range ΔH < 0.1, and error of σδh(ΔL) < 5%. This 
would result in an uncertainty in JRC in the range of ±1 unit (Paper IV). 
Lacking this information, fracture 4910478B2B156B74 was assumed to have 
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a huge uncertainty in estimated roughness. In terms of JRC, it was 
somewhere between 2.5 and 14. 

4.3 Fracture aperture from shearing 
The shearing algorithm by Casagrande et al. (2018) requires the fracture 
geometry, stress state and rock properties as input (see Figure 10). The 
fractal parameters can be inferred from traces or small surfaces that are used 
to generate plausible fracture geometries. Since the total topography of the 
fracture surface is unknown, the uncertainty space for a given set of 
parameters can be estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. The example 
fracture, 4910478B2B156B74, has only been quantitatively assessed and the 
uncertainty in roughness is large. Expressed as JRC, it might be as low as 2.5 
or as high as 14. In Paper VII, three different set-ups of fractal parameters, 
which roughly covered the uncertainty space in roughness for the example 
fracture, were tested (Table 4). Two examples of traces using these 
parameters are shown in Figure 26. 
 
Table 4. Parameters used to generate fractures  in Paper VII 

H σδh(1 mm) Equivalent JRC* 

0.7 0.097 4 
0.8 0.144 7 
0.9 0.191 10 

*Joint roughness coefficient, calculated according to Paper IV  

 

 
Figure 26. Two examples of the visual appearance of the fracture 
traces used in this thesis. 
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The example fracture is located in a granitic rock mass at Laxemar with 
intact rock cohesion between 21-28 MPa and friction angle between 55º and 
60º (SKB, 2009). In Paper VII, a rock mass that corresponds to rock 
properties of Forsmark (Glamheden et al., 2007; Glamheden and 
Fredriksson, 2007; SKB, 2008) was used, where the cohesion is assumed to 
be 28 MPa and material friction angle 60º. These Forsmark values are within 
the range of the granitic rock in Laxemar, though at the upper end.  
The shear algorithm developed by Casagrande et al. (2018) uses rigid body 
motion of the two surfaces and constant normal load. These two 
assumptions may result in contact stresses on the facets in contact that 
exceed the joint compressive strength (JCS). Exceeding the JCS will alter the 
strength of the rock close to the fracture and thus the material friction angle 
is lowered, to reflect the damaged rock, so that the contact stress on the 
facets is always below JCS when ending the shear algorithm. 
Well aware that the local stress field, acting on a fracture, may diverge 
greatly from the regional stress field, the latter was assumed to act on the 
example fracture. Another assumption is that the fracture is the sole fracture 
in a perfectly elastic rock mass. Using these assumptions, the normal stress 
acting on the fracture can be calculated, e.g. according to Jaeger et al. (2007), 
as: 
 

2 2 2
N H h Vl m nσ σ σ σ= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅  (46) 

 
where indices H, h and V denote major horizontal, minor horizontal and 
vertical stress respectively, and l, m and n are the directional cosines 
between the pole of the fracture and the direction of each stress component.  
The regional stress model at Laxemar is valid between 400 and 700 m depth 
(SKB, 2009). In this thesis, the regional stress field at 350 m depth (the 
location of the example fracture) was therefore interpreted from raw data in 
SKB (2009), as shown in Table 5. 
 
Table 5. Global stress tensor 
 Orientation 

Magnitude (MPa)  Trend (º) Plunge (º) 

σH 135 0 17 
σh 225 0 8 
σV 0 90 4 
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Using the stress field in Table 5 and the 95th percentile of the uncertainty 
space for fracture 4910478B2B156B74, the possible maximum and 
minimum normal stress acting on the fracture is 16.4 and 8.3 MPa 
respectively, with an expected value, Nσ , of 14.9 MPa, see Figure 27. From 
the configuration of regional stress orientation and fracture orientation 
uncertainty space, it is seen that the maximum normal stress, σN,max, acting 
on the example fracture will not change much as long as the stress field is 
rotated so that the major horizontal stress direction is within the extension 
of the trend of the uncertainty space. The minimum normal stress that 
might act on the fracture is somewhat more dependent of the orientation of 
the applied stress field, as it is located in a corner of the uncertainty space. 
Altering the regional stress field by 30º will change σN,max, by ~0.5 MPa 
(~3%) and σN,min, by 1 MPa (~11%). 
 

 
Figure 27. χ95 of the sample fracture together with locations of 
possible normal stresses acting on the fracture. Purple circle 
indicates the expected location and thus represents the expected 
normal stress on the fracture. The red and blue circles show the 
locations of the minimum and maximum normal stresses that might, 
with 95% probability, act on the fracture.  
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As discussed above, the rock mass of Laxemar is slightly weaker than the 
rock mass used in Paper VII. To compensate for the lack of deformation in 
the proxy rock of Forsmark, in Paper VII a somewhat higher normal stress 
was applied to the proxy fracture compared with the conditions at the 
studied fracture to get approximately the same results as using the 
Casagrande et al. (2018) shear algorithm. In Paper VII, normal stresses of 10 
and 20 MPa were used, among other values, which are slightly larger than 
the 8 and 16 MPa assumed to act on the example fracture at Laxemar. 
Further, to keep the normal stress on the facets below JCS and compensate 
for the damaged rock close to the fracture, the material friction angle was 
adjusted to 40º and 30º for the cases of 10 and 20 MPa normal forces, 
respectively. The results in Paper VII were thus judged applicable to the 
example fracture. Hence, the aperture field created using models with 10 
and 20 MPa normal stress can be expected to reflect a plausible aperture 
distribution of the example fracture together with Forsmark rock properties. 
Values of JRC equal to 4 or 10 were used to reflect the uncertainty in 
roughness for the example fracture. Using these assumptions, 128 fractures 
were generated using different seeds and run through the simplified shearing 
process. In Figure 28, the aperture fields using JRC 4 and 10, together with 
normal force 10 and 20 MPa acting on the fracture during shearing, are 
shown for one of the 128 fractures generated. Extracting and analysing the 
resulting apertures of the 128 realisations after the shearing showed that the 
distributions were close to truncated normal distributions (Figure 29), and 
that the median of the aperture field was close to the dilation due to sliding 
1 mm. The analysis showed that: 1) given a set of parameters, the apertures 
will be smaller the higher the normal stress acting on the surface during the 
shearing; 2) the smoother the fracture (lower JRC) the smaller the apertures 
for a given stress field; and 3) a smoother fracture will have less variance in 
the distribution of apertures compared to a rougher. The aperture field will 
thus depend on the orientations of the fracture due to stress conditions on 
the fracture, together with the fractal parameters. 

4.4 Fracture flow and transport  
The flow and transport behaviour is dependent not only on the aperture 
distribution, but also on the structure of the distribution, i.e. how these 
apertures are correlated in space. As seen in Figure 28, elements with large 
apertures are more likely to be close to other elements with large aperture 
and vice versa. This correlation structure is anisotropic, usually elongated 
perpendicular to the shear direction. Hence, there will be less resistance to 
flow perpendicular to the shear direction than parallel to the direction of the 
shear. 
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Figure 28. Example of aperture fields for a fracture using different 
roughness and normal stress during shearing. (Top) 10 MPa normal 
stress and (bottom) 20 MPa stress. (Left) JRC = 4 and (right) 
JRC = 10.  
 

 
Figure 29. Distribution of aperture using different roughness and 
normal stress from the 128 fracture surface realisations. Black thin 
lines represent the 95th percentile. 
 
The 128 different sheared synthetic fractures were used to calculate flow 
and transport parameters parallel and perpendicular to the shear direction 
for different roughness, JRC 4 and 10, and different normal stress, 10 and 
20 MPa. The flow field was solved twice for each fracture and combination 
of roughness and stress. First, a 1-m head difference was applied on the 
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boundaries perpendicular to the shear direction, i.e. a global unity gradient 
in the direction of the shear, keeping the other two boundaries free, i.e. no 
flow. Then the head and boundary set-up was rotated 90° to have the global 
unity gradient perpendicular to the direction of the shear. 
The four Lagrangian transport parameters (travel length; travel time, τ; 
transport resistance, β; and flow-wetted surface, ω) were captured using 
10 000 particles released flux weighted on the upstream boundary. The 
recovery of the released particles was generally high, on average 99.3%. The 
least successful combination was global gradient in the direction of shear for 
the roughest fractures under highest normal stress where, on average, 96.5% 
of the particles made it through the fracture. 

4.4.1 Travel length 
For a square homogeneous fracture described as a parallel plate, the travel 
distance for any particle will equal the length of the fracture without any 
variance, in this case 1 m. As soon as the geometry and aperture field have a 
variance, the flow paths will find the route of least flow resistance from the 
current position on the upstream boundary to the downstream boundary. 
This will result in a distribution of path lengths. Depending on the spatial 
distribution of low conductive areas, the paths will be more or less tortuous. 
This is clearly apparent in Figures 30 and 31. For global flow in the direction 
of shear (Figure 30), the traces are longer the rougher the fracture and the 
larger the normal force applied. It can also be seen that the variance 
increases as the roughness and normal stress increase. This pattern is also 
apparent in the case of flow perpendicular to the shear direction, but less 
pronounced (Figure 31). There is one major difference, however. The 
shortest paths for flow perpendicular to the shear direction were all less 
than 1.1 m, irrespective of the uncertainty in roughness or stress, while there 
was a clear difference in the shortest paths in the case of flow parallel to the 
shear direction, due to roughness and normal stress. The difference in travel 
length was about 10% depending on the difference in roughness and about 
20% depending on applied normal stress.  
The explanation of the short paths when global gradient is perpendicular to 
the shear direction is that the shearing creates continuous large aperture 
channels behind the ridges of the fracture surface where the particles can 
easily travel (Figure 28). When the global gradient is aligned with the shear, 
the particles will use the same channels to find their way around obstacles 
such as areas of low aperture or contact. This means that the particles take 
long paths perpendicular to the global flow direction to find channels that 
bypass the obstacles, and hence the travel length becomes much longer. 
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4.4.2 Travel time 
Solving the flow field numerically, the global gradient was set to unity for 
ease of scaling the results. This produced flow velocities that are not 
anticipated to exist at great depth in rock masses under natural conditions. 
Using a Navier-Stokes solver such a gradient would severely affect the 
results due to the formation of eddies. However, on solving Reynolds 
lubrication equation these effects are absent and hence a linear scaling can 
be applied to the results obtained.  
Oron and Berkowitz (1998) suggest three criteria that need to be fulfilled for 
the LCL approximation to be valid: 1) The relationship between aperture 
and size of element should be small; 2) the angle between the bounding 
surfaces should be small; and 3) Reynolds number, Re, should be small. In 
this thesis, the apertures were always smaller than the size of the finite 
elements and the median quotient of aperture and size was 12-30%. The 
angle between bounding surfaces is usually more or less equal, since the 
upper surface is a copy of the lower surface shifted one facet. Re is 
proportional to the velocity of the flow and hence scales to the head 
gradient. The head value used here gave too high Re, but on scaling the 
head to natural conditions at great depth in the rock mass, Re will be low. 
The distribution of travel times is shown in Figures 32 and 33. The travel 
times for flow along the shear direction were about four times larger for the 
fastest particles and about one to two orders of magnitude larger for the 
slow particles when the normal stress was doubled, irrespective of the 
roughness. The corresponding values for flow perpendicular to the shear 
direction were two to three times larger for the fast particles, and a half to 
two orders of magnitude larger for the slow particles. 
The effect of the uncertainty in JRC was that at higher JRC, both faster and 
slower paths emerged. This means that the rough fractures have more high-
speed channels, but also more channels that take a longer time to go from 
upstream to downstream. Despite the flow paths of the rougher fractures 
being longer than the flow paths of the corresponding smoother fractures, 
the fastest travel times were lower. This can be explained by the rougher 
surfaces on average having larger apertures with longer correlation length, 
i.e. the fast channels are more persistent and more conductive. The longer 
tail is explained by the longer paths together with more areas with contact. 
The variance in travel time for fast particles was much larger for rough 
fractures when global gradient was in the shear direction, but less so for 
global gradient perpendicular to shear. This indicates that continuous highly 
conductive channels do not occur in every realisation when global gradient 
is aligned with the shear direction. For slow particles, there was not much 
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difference regarding the extremely large variance in the tail above about τ97. 
This indicates that, irrespective of the input parameters, there might be very 
long traces or not present. It is also an artefact of the limited number of 
realisations. 
The travel times for the equivalent parallel plate calculations were in the 
same range as for the fastest particles through the fractures with rough 
bounding surfaces when the global gradient was in the direction of the shear 
(see blue lines in Figure 32). This is explained by the long paths that the 
particles have to travel through the fractures with rough bounding surfaces 
and, even if they find sub-paths with high conductivity, the particles still 
have to pass through areas of low conductance, slowing them down. When 
the global gradient was perpendicular to the shear direction (Figure 33), 
continuous paths behind the ridges were well connected and hence there 
were many large aperture paths that were well connected between the 
boundaries. This implies that the smallest travel times for global gradient 
perpendicular to shear direction will be much smaller for fractures with 
rough bounding surfaces than the travel time for an equivalent parallel plate 
(blue lines in Figure 33).  
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4.4.3 Transport resistance  
The CDF and CCDF for transport resistance using different roughness, 
normal stress and flow direction values are shown in Figures 34 and 35. The 
transport resistance increased with increased normal stress applied to the 
fractures, with everything else held constant. The difference was about a half 
to one order of magnitude in the low end and up to two to three orders of 
magnitude in the high end, regardless of the orientation of the global flow 
gradient. The fractures with higher JRC generally had lower transport 
resistance but larger variation in the lower end than the smoother fractures. 
This is explained by the rougher fractures having a greater probability of 
developing paths with more persistent large apertures. In the high end, the 
difference was about half an order of magnitude, but the 95th percentile was 
doubled, and hence there was no statistically significant difference in 
transport resistance between the two different roughnesses. However, this 
result indicates that paths with large transport resistances might develop by 
mere chance. The uncertainty in normal stress acting on the fracture will 
hence affect the transport resistance, both in the low and high end, while 
the uncertainty in roughness will only affect the transport resistance in the 
low end. 
The transport resistance for an equivalent parallel plate was always to the 
right of the lowest values for the fractures with rough bounding surfaces. 
This indicates that the parallel plate will, by some amount, overestimate the 
minimum possible transport resistance, particularly for the case with global 
gradient perpendicular to shear direction due to the more connected large 
aperture paths in that direction. 

4.4.4 Flow-wetted surface 
The flow-wetted surface is the available fracture surface area per volume of 
water, i.e. the fracture area that a volume of water may interact with during 
its passage through the fracture. The flow-wetted surface was the metric 
tested in this thesis that was least sensitive to all variants of JRC, stress and 
flow direction, see Figures 36 and 37. However, it can be seen that an 
increased normal stress increased the flow-wetted surface, i.e. shifted the 
curves slightly to the right. This is natural, since the apertures decrease with 
increased normal stress. For the impact that JRC has on the flow-wetted 
surface the opposite applied, i.e. the larger the JRC, the smaller the flow-
wetted surface. This is also natural, since the mean of the aperture 
distribution increases, as does the variance, when the roughness increases. 
There was not much difference when comparing the flow in different 
directions, but there was a small shift to the left, i.e. smaller flow-wetted 
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surface for the case of global flow perpendicular to the shear direction 
compared with the corresponding case with global flow aligned with the 
shear direction. Since the apertures were equal despite the global gradient, 
the decrease is explained by the occurrence of channels behind the ridges 
perpendicular to the shear direction. 
The equivalent parallel plate description severely overestimated the flow-
wetted surface, especially when the global gradient was aligned with the 
shear direction and the roughness was large. This is explained by the flow 
paths striving towards channels with large aperture and high conductivity. 
Hence the factor 1/b in eq. 35 becomes smaller for the elements visited by 
the flowpaths than the average 1/b of the equivalent parallel plate. 
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5 DISCUSSION 
The overall aim of the work described in this thesis was to increase 
understanding of how flow and transport properties through single fractures 
are affected by the uncertainty in fracture orientation, together with the 
uncertainty in determining the roughness. By inferring the orientation 
uncertainty when mapping fractures in boreholes, the uncertainty can be 
distinguished from the variability. The variability is the natural spread of the 
fracture orientations around the mean pole, while the uncertainty is an 
artefact that arises when measuring the orientation. The measuring may also 
result in a bias. Such bias will alter the orientation of the mean pole, while 
the uncertainty will affect the spread around the mean pole (Paper II). 
The orientation of a fracture is inferred by measuring two angles of the 
borehole orientation, together with two angles of the intercept between the 
fracture and the borehole. Each of these angle measurements is associated 
with uncertainties that can be estimated using multiple measurements on 
multiple samples. By identifying the sources of uncertainty affecting the 
measurements and quantifying the magnitude, each fracture acquires a 
unique uncertainty space. Using this knowledge, the variability can be 
distinguished from the uncertainty (Paper VI). 
Neglecting to quantify the orientation uncertainty will result in too low 
concentration parameter of the spread and, possibly, an erroneous inference 
of distribution type. Typically, elliptical Fisher distribution (Golder 
Associates, 2014) will emerge when the variability is univariate Fisher 
distribution (Fisher, 1953), resulting in a specious inferred orientation model 
(Paper III). An erroneous orientation model will have different effects on 
the connectivity depending on the model used for generating fracture 
networks. For example, using a classic DFN approach, where the sizes and 
orientations are stochastically drawn from fixed distributions, there will 
sometimes be large effects on the connectivity (Paper VII). However, using 
genetic fracture models, such as UFM (Davy et al., 2010; Davy et al. 2013), 
MoFrac (Junkin et al., 2018) or G-DFN (Libby et al., 2019), the connectivity 
will be less sensitive to the extra spread in the orientation model. This due 
to its growing and arrest laws, i.e. the fractures grow until they hit larger 
features. If even more detailed mechanical effects are taken into account in 
the genetic models, the effect may even be lower due to fractures curving 
towards a neighbouring fracture if close enough. 
If the effect of orientation uncertainty on connectivity is of less importance, 
the effect on parameterisation of the fracture may be large. For a specific 
location in space, the normal stress acting on the fracture will differ 
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depending on the orientation of the fracture (Paper I). It will vary between 
σ3, when the fracture pole is aligned with the direction of the minimum 
stress direction, and σ1, when the fracture pole is aligned with the direction 
of the maximum stress in the rock mass. When the fracture is sheared 
(Paper VIII) the normal stress will affect the distribution of apertures, where 
a larger normal stress will result in smaller apertures and more areas where 
the bounding surfaces of the fracture are in contact. The normal stress will 
also affect the transport parameters, where larger normal stress acting on the 
fracture will result in longer travel times, longer travel lengths, higher 
transport resistance and larger flow-wetted surface. Another effect of larger 
normal stress is that the variance in the flow and transport properties 
between different realisations increases as the stress increases. 
The uncertainty in roughness can be large when using subjective methods 
such as the rock mass classification Q-system or applying the 10 type traces 
in Barton and Choubey (1977). A more robust way of determining the 
roughness is through the fractal parameters of a fracture trace or surface, 
under the assumptions that it is a representative sample and that it is self-
affine and mono-fractal (Paper IV). By using multiple evaluation methods 
and with knowledge of each method’s bias due to the number of measuring 
points, resolution and fractal dimension, the uncertainty in the estimated 
roughness can be decreased, corresponding to about ±1 unit in the JRC 
system (Paper V). 
The roughness affects both the aperture distribution and the correlation 
structure of the apertures. A rougher fracture will have both a larger median 
aperture and variance than a smoother fracture under the same normal 
stress. Due to the larger Hurst parameter, the rougher fractures will have a 
more pronounced long-range correlation than the smoother fractures. This 
implies that the rougher fractures usually will have shorter travel times due 
to more persistent large aperture channels, but longer travel lengths due to 
more persistent areas of contact that are elongated perpendicular to the 
shear direction. The transport resistance will usually be lower for rougher 
fractures than for smoother fractures, due to the larger apertures in the flow 
channels. This also affects the flow-wetted surfaces, which are usually 
smaller for rougher fractures than for smoother fractures. This can be 
interpreted as the rougher fractures having longer, larger and more 
persistent channels for the flow. As for increasing normal stress, increased 
roughness will increase the variability between different realisations.  
Although there is large variability between the realisations, especially in the 
high end, there is a systematic change in behaviour depending on the 
geometric parameters used as input for the realisations. This demonstrates 
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that the uncertainty in orientation and roughness may affect the inferred 
properties when analysing flow and transport through a single fracture. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis showed that: 

• All measurements are afflicted with uncertainties. These 
uncertainties commonly stem from the imprecision of tools, 
external disturbances and human factors. By using a systematic 
approach to evaluate all sources affecting the estimation of the 
orientation of fractures intersecting a borehole, together with the 
quantification of the corresponding uncertainties, a unique 
uncertainty space for every single fracture can be created. By 
estimating this uncertainty space for each single fracture in a 
borehole, it is possible to distinguish between the natural variability 
of the fracture orientations and the uncertainty due to the 
measurements. 

• Fracture roughness can be determined using fractal 
parameters. The bounding surfaces of fractures are mono-fractal 
and self-affine. This means that their properties are fully 
constrained by the fractal dimension and the scaling parameter. By 
using multiple methods to evaluate those fractal parameters, 
together with the knowledge of each methods bias, the uncertainty 
space for the inferred roughness can be reduced. 

• Uncertainty may affect the interpretation of transport 
properties of sheared fractures in crystalline hard rock. By 
inferring the orientation and its uncertainty from the fracture 
intercepts in boreholes, there will be a probability space for the 
orientation of the fracture. For a fixed stress state, this uncertainty 
in orientation will result in a distribution of normal stresses acting 
on the fracture. Given a sufficient resolution, the roughness of the 
fracture and its uncertainty can be inferred from the small 
intersecting surfaces of the rock core. The inferred roughness 
affects the correlation structure of the void between the two 
surfaces defining the fracture which, together with the distribution 
of normal forces, will result in different flow paths and hence 
different properties of flow and transport of solutes. Depending on 
the parameter combinations, the median and variance of the 
aperture field will change, as will the correlation structure of the 
apertures. Since the flow and transport properties depend on the 
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geometrical framework, the uncertainty will affect the path lengths, 
travel times, transport resistance and flow-wetted surface. Higher 
normal stress acting on the fracture will result in longer travel times, 
longer travel lengths, higher transport resistance and larger flow-
wetted surface, while rougher bounding surfaces will result in 
shorter travel times, longer travel lengths, lower transport resistance 
and smaller flow-wetted surface. 

7 OUTLOOK AND FUTURE STUDIES 
This thesis demonstrated that the structural uncertainties of rock fractures 
have an impact on flow and transport properties determined using the 
methodology presented. However, there are several areas that need further 
research in order to confirm or refine the conclusions. 

• Despite a giant leap forward in evaluating the orientation 
uncertainty of fractures mapped in cored boreholes, there are still 
data gaps. For example, no nearly horizontal or upward inclined 
boreholes have been investigated. It is not advisable to extrapolate 
the derived equations outside the stated limits, since new unknown 
uncertainties will most certainly arise for these borehole directions. 
New tools will continually be developed and their practical 
uncertainty, which usually differs widely from the inherent 
uncertainty stated by the manufacturer, will have to be evaluated 
using multiple tests in multiple boreholes. Different teams of 
geologists will have different skill and motivation and hence be 
more or less meticulous mapping the fractures. Hence, the 
uncertainties related to geological mapping have to be evaluated for 
each team of geologists.  

• The relationship between the fractal parameters, H and σδh(ΔL), 
and JRC is a rough linear model only benchmarked here against a 
small group of eleven geologists. Despite good agreement, it is 
advisable to perform shear tests under different normal loads and 
assumptions of stiffness, together with different sizes and 
roughnesses, to refine the equation and perhaps add more variables 
affecting the outcome. 

• The shear algorithm is very fast, but suffers from some drawbacks. 
For example, the algorithm simulates a constant normal load (CNL) 
test where the upper and lower surfaces are perfectly mated and any 
elastic deformation of the rock mass is neglected. It should be quite 
easy to introduce a constant normal stiffness (CNS) condition and 
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unmated surfaces without losing speed, but the introduction of 
deformable rock mass might slow down the calculations severely. 
The algorithm also needs to be benchmarked against hard rocks 
such as granites, using results from scanned surfaces obtained in 
full-scale tests using different sizes. 

• The flow through the sheared fractures follows a few channels of 
least resistance. To get a good representation of these channels, 
each fracture has to be divided into a vast number of elements, of 
which only a fraction carry the major part of the flow. These flow 
paths could be replaced by a few one-dimensional channels, with 
probabilistic properties gained from realisations of single fractures, 
between the intersections of fractures. This would make it possible 
to run large flow and transport models with only a small 
computational effort. 

• Geometric uncertainties were shown here to affect the flow and 
transport properties for a single fracture, but whether this effect 
persists in a network of fractures remains to be investigated. In a 
network of fractures, effects stemming from e.g. intensity, size, 
spatial arrangement and connectivity come into play. Another 
unexplored field is the intersection between fractures, and whether 
they should they be treated as high transmissive channels 
shortcutting any flow channel arriving at the intersection or as flow 
channel bypass without any interaction. 

 
So fellow researchers… 
It’s time to roll up our sleeves and get back to work. 
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